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1.1Bloch sums in the LCAO method
Using atomic orbital wave functions as basis functions for the solutionsof the full
crystal Hamiltonian is one of the standard methods for solving periodicpotential
problems [1, 2}.According to this method, solutions for the crystal Hamiltonian
are written as wave functionsW(i) which are a linear combination' of all atomic
orbitals con at every atom j in every unit ce112 R.
w(i)(0= E
jng
The shape of the atomic orbital wave functions coral for the same nand j does
not depend on the location of the atomic origin in theinfinite crystal; these functions
differ from each other by a spatial translation17 only. If ci; is the displacement vector
of atom j from the origin of the unit cell, one can therefore write
w(i)(70E c(iin) fi (1.2)
)701
Since the Hamiltonian has the periodicity of the underlying Bravaislattice,
0 symmetry reasons require the absolute-square of itssolutions, <(i)10(i)>, to have
the same periodicity. It follows that the solutions themselves aresubject to Bloch's
1"LCAO" means "Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals"
2A unit cell shall be named after the vector to its origin.2
theorem [1, eq. (8.3)] and can therefore be chosen to have the form of a plane wave
times a function with the periodicity of the Bravais lattice,
/AM=eaft(9(1. (1.3)
ris a vector in the reciprocal lattice, sometimes called the "wave vector". Bloch's




for all displacement vectors k.
Inserting (1.2) into (1.4) yields 3




and after comparing the coefficients of the linearly independent functions
cii) one finds
(1.5)
Ci(in) =j(in) Aeik.111 (1.6)
Therefore, the whole R dependence of the coefficients can be expressed bythe
exponential function and ci(i),/ in (1.2) becomeseYn)e". Thus
w(i)(77)= EeikRE CG >(70 jn(f fij) (1.7)
jn
igcr(i) or, setting cjn
Writing
w(i)(71 E c(i) E eiRA+4)0in(77. (1.8)
in
3"VT/
1 E eirco+d;),p (1.9) igA
3 The index (i) just denotes different solutions. Solutions can be distinguished by their wave
vector E and their solution index I at this wave vector (="band"),thus i = i(E,1). There is
exactly one (i) for every E-1 combination. In order to avoid too many indices in thecalculation,
the (i) is kept at the coefficients even when E is present in the same formula.3




If one replaces the index (i) with the band index 1 and the wave vectoric, (1.10)
becomes
e)(71=Edk0. (ic 7.) k lnjn
3n
Although equation (1.11) can be considered just to be a mathematical way of sub-
dividing the sum in equation (1.2), it reveals an important property of the LCAO
method in solids: One can pick one certain orbital type n at one certain atom type
j of a unit cell and take a linear combination of all orbital wave functions like this
in the whole crystal (with coefficients being the plane wave coefficient exactly) in
order to build a "Bloch sum". The exact solution of the crystal Hamiltonian can
then be expressed as a linear combination of these Bloch sums.
(1.11)
1.2Parameters
If H is the full crystal Hamiltonian and kliW is an eigenfunction of it, one can write
the time independent SchrOdinger equation as
kif(t)=E(i) w(i). (1.12)
EW denotes the eigenvalue to the Hamilton operator, i.e. the eigenenergy of the




If the eigenfunctions are orthonormal, as is assumed in the calculations below, one
(1.13)
can write
< kli(i)111141(1) > =E('). (1.14)
Using equations (1.10) and (1.11), expression (1.14) becomes
+




If one inserts equation (1.9) and uses the lattice periodicity of the Hamilton operator,
H(r) = H(f. the integral in equation (1.15) can be written as
E ei414+4)e-ik1(111+d-;')fc137',0;in, (rd;.) H R) Cain (74). (1.16)
Transforming the integration variable according to 77' = k4) and rearranging
the exponential functions yields a delta function inic and 17, showing that there are
no energy contributions from Bloch sumswith different f-vectors. It is convenient
to change the summation variables from{A, Al to {1}, /I"= Rfi'}.
esk(11-1F)et(kki)R1 ez(kdiledi,)
NCR,





d3Ap;,n,(P)H(71ii"+ 4)yoin(P (ci;41) (1.18)
E eik(R) ca(d;cc,)
J













Et. eiA? f d3Ato'i,,(7-1) H(7'T +cri1) coin(7% "if)if k =
(1.20)
(1.21)5
The integral occurring in the expression (1.21) is called a "parameter" in this
text. It is considered to represent the energy of a single bond between twodistinct
atomic orbitals at two distinct atom sites in the lattice. It's value depends on the
type of the bond start atom j and the bond start orbital n,the type of the bond
end atom j' and the bond end orbital n', and on the bond vector z.
"Writing
Mj'nijn(71 =f d377.(P;Ini(fl H(F ,
one can write the total energy, using(1.15)
E(i)= E Ecocci) ,* E in 3 n
jn f
1.3Reducing the number of independent parameters
(1.22)
(1.23)
In the LCAO theory, one has to take the bond "parameters" (cf. equations(1.21)
and (1.22)) between every orbital at every atom in one or more unit cellsdepending
on how precise the result needbe. For Zr02 one has 2 zirconium atoms with 9
orbitals each and 4 oxygen atoms with 4 orbitals each in a single unit cell;these
yield 9.9.4.4.4 4 = 20736 parameters. Many of these parameters arethe same
due to symmetry reasons. Others have to be zero or must have opposite signs.
1.3.1General strategy
In Zr02, all the three-dimensional symmetry operations in general contain arota-
tion and a shift. Consider the following example in two dimensions:A 90 degree
rotation of the coordinate system in figure 1 must be followed by a shiftg of the
origin in order to be a symmetry operation.pg(P) stands for a p orbital which has
the y-axis of the primed coordinate system as symmetry axis.
One possible way to reduce the number of independent parameters isthe
following "recipe":




Figure 3. Bond of which the orbitals themselves are a linear combination of basisorbitals of the
primed coordinate system
the unprimed and the primed system, the atomic orbitals form a complete
basis. In the case of tetragonal symmetry, it turns out that one orbitalof the
unprimed coordinate system always corresponds to exactly one orbital of the
primed system. Therefore, one does not lose generality by replacing thepy(r)
orbital with a ps(P) orbital in this simple example:
Py(r) = Pv(s7') = E Driiimni(?)
=px(?) (1.25)
4. Now one can turn the whole figure, drop the primes, andoverlay it with the
original one. The two bonds symbolized by the dotted lines in figure 4 must
have the same parameter. Note that now the orbitals of the secondbond are
neither at the same positions nor at equivalent positions of the lattice pattern.
The symmetry operation yielded the relation of parameters not onlybetween
pairs of different orbitals but also between different pairs of atoms.
If a bond such as illustrated in figure 3 is mapped by some symmetryoperation onto
one where the plus part ofthe p orbital is closer to the s orbital than the minus8
Figure 4. The two bonds which have to have the same parameter
part, then both parameters have to be zero since
dV f (f)g(71 =dV f (f)[ g(r. (1.26)
J
If a parameter gets mapped onto one which is already known to be zero, ithas to
be zero too.
1.3.2Analytical approach
This section provides a general proof that the recipe described in chapter1.3.1 really
works. Starting with the parameter from equation (1.22),
Miiniin(f) d37? (Ps3',7i,(f)(1717? + 44"; ) (Pin (77? (1.27)
one performs the passivecoordinate transformation4 according to equation (1.24):
= Jd3? so;, ,(SP) H(SPT + ci;) (pin(SP . (1.28)
Now the orbital wave functions (pin can be expressed as a linear combination
of atomic orbitals in the rotated coordinate system like in equation(1.25):
c 0 ;.(F) = in(S=;403' +
D,,(0) coim (7' )
m
4The Jacobi determinant is 1 for rotations and shifts.
(1.29)9
The Hamiltonian is invariant under a coordinate transformation if it is a
symmetry transformation of the lattice. Therefore:
H(SPT + =H(S[P +
=H(71S-1,F + S-14). (1.30)
Furthermore, equation (1.24) shows that S-'7=. is just the transformation of




Inserting (1.29) - (1.32) into (1.28) one obtains
= E clY (4,,(?)H(77511 + cPi) cain.(7% ';%).
mm'
(1.33)
After dropping the primes of the integration variable, this expression can be com-
pared to (1.27):
= d3f.'so;,,,(P) T +
d371s0;,,(0 H(r. + cP.i) 7-21)
mm'
(1.34)
Obviously the bond vector 71 is different.It points into a direction of the
crystal which is equivalent to the original direction because the applied transforma-
tion was a symmetry operation. One can now express the original parameter as a





The matrices which express the transformation of the atomic orbitals due to a
rotation of the coordinate system were introduced in equation (1.29). If one wants10
to reduce the number of independent parameters by applying equation (1.35), one
has to know these orbital transformation matrices Dmn beforehand.
The symmetry operations for tetragonal ZrO2 are listed in Appendix B5.
For obtaining the pure orbital transformations, it is sufficient to consider the rota-
tional part of the symmetry operations. Usually, atomic orbital wave functions are
expressed in spherical harmonics. One can easily transform them into spherical co-
ordinates and then into cartesian coordinates [4, Table 1.2]. After applying a single
rotation matrix to one of the orbital wave functions expressed in cartesian coordi-
nates, one in general gets a linear combination of orbital wave functions as result. In
the case of tetragonal symmetry, this "linear combination" consists of exactly one
new orbital wave function. Comparing theoriginal with the resulting wave func-
tions yields the orbital transformation matrix for each symmetry operation. These
matrices are listed in Appendix C.
As asserted earlier (see section 1.3.1), the symmetry operations in general
map atoms onto atoms at different locationswith respect to one unit cell, e.g. a
corner zirconium atom onto a centerzirconium atom. Therefore, in eliminating
the parameters, one must consider the new positions of the atoms as well. Figure
4 shows this property, for example, in two dimensions. The symmetry operations
only move atoms to positions which had been previously occupied by atoms of the
same kind. Since there is only a finite numberof atomic positions per unit cell, it
is sufficient to keep track of an atom by indexing these positions in a unit cell. In
this text, this index is called the "atom type".
Every atom type gets mapped into a new atom type by each symmetry oper-
ation. The results of a systematic examination of this property can be written as a
set of mapping matrices. Taking the mapping matrices and theorbital transforma-
tion matrices together, one gets a set of larger two-dimensional matrices B(S). For
every symmetry operation S, these exactlyshow which original orbital of a given
original atom type gets transformed into which new orbital of a given new atom
5The symmetry operations listed in the Appendix are the inverse operations of the ones in the
calculations above, i.e. they are the S-1.11
type. The matrices B(S) are listed in Appendix D.
1.4Energy band calculation
Equation (1.23) in chapter 1.3,
E(i) c.(1;),, eil;FMjin,in(11, (1.36)
jn j'n,
can be used to calculate the energybands E(I)(1c) although the coefficients C.(is.) and
dii,n),are unknown. One can replace the whole sum overz in equation (1.36) by
jsnijn(k)=E eik..1Mjinijneil
This "Hamiltonian" can be evaluated if both the exact geometrical properties of
the crystal and the parameter set are known.
It is convenient to introduce a new index6 q for every possible combination
of j and m. Then the band energy equation (1.36) can be written
(1.37)
E(1) (k) E dqi,1 Hq,q(k)40 (1.38)
qq'
This is a standard eigenvalue equation. The eigenvaluesE(1)(-14c) and the
eigenvectors=cV)(k)can be found by diagonalizing theHamiltonian matrix'
Hes, -1;) for every vector k. 14, is hermitian because interchanging the indices means
interchanging the start and the end of the bond. This results in a sign change of
the bond vector T in equation (1.37) and transforms the matrix element into its
complex conjugate. Therefore, the resulting energy bandsE(1)(k)are real.
6for the relation of i, j and k, see footnote # 3
7The matrix elements of this matrix are listed in appendix E.12
Chapter 2
Algorithms for obtaining the LCAO parameters
"One might at first think that interatomic matrix elements (i.e.parameters, cf.
chapter 1.2) could be calculated by using tabulated atomic wave functions and
potentials estimated for the various solids. Such approaches have a long history
of giving poor numerical results and have tended to discredit the LCAO method
itself. However, the difficulty seems to be that though true atomic orbitals do not
provide a good basis for describing electronic structure, there are atomlike orbitals
that can provide a very good description. One can therefore obtain a useful theory
by using LCAO formalism but obtaining the necessary matrix elements by empirical
or semiempirical methods."[2, cited from chapter 2-D]
The "semiempirical" method in this project involves fitting the energy bands
obtained from the parameter set to reference energy bands. These reference energy
bands were calculated by Dr. H. J. F. Jansen using the density functional theory,
which is an ab initio method.
The following sections describe the algorithms developed to:
reduce the parameter set to the smallest possible size which the crystal sym-
metry permits
insert the parameter set into a FORTRAN source code as part of the so called
model Hamiltonian
fit the resulting energy bands to the reference energy bands in order to obtain
a useful parameter set.13
Figure 5. Crystal symmetry requires that the two bonds (thick lines) have the same bond pa-
rameter although they are located in the same unit cell
2.1Reducing the number of independent parameters
2.1.1Introduction
The basic concept in reducing the number of independent parameters has already
been explained in chapter 1.3. Pursuing this method, an algorithm basically must
use either figure 4 or equation (1.35) to relatedifferent parameters to each other.
2.1.2Set of information to describe a parameter
The size of the unit cell in a lattice is defined by the pure translational properties of
the lattice. For Zr02, the unit cell contains two zirconium atoms and four oxygen
atoms. To built up the whole crystal, however, it is enough to start with one
zirconium and two neighboring oxygen atoms and apply some of the 16 symmetry
operations (and crystal translations).
Essentially, this means that every bond between an zirconium orbital ( at
a corner atom with respect to one unitcell) and an orbital at its closest oxygen
neighbor has a counterpart bond between a center zirconium orbital and an orbitalS
14
Figure 6. While the parameter (which is an overlap integral) in a) has to be zero by symmetry
reasons, the one in b) is not.
at the closest neighbor of the latter one. Both bonds must therefore have the same
parameters, as illustrated in figure 5. Distinguishing between them would mean to
introduce redundant information.
Figure 6 shows that the bond direction on the other hand is a non-redundant
information.
It is now possible to reduce the smallest set of information necessary for
distinguishing parameters to the following four indices:
bondtypeind: Index denoting the combination of atoms for the bond, i.e.,
zirconium-oxygen, oxygen-oxygen, etc.
bonddirind: Index for the finite set of bond directions for one bond type
orbstartind: Index for the orbital where the bond starts
orbendind: Index for the orbital where the bond ends
2.1.3Algorithm
The FORTRAN program "params" reads the file "prep.out" which contains both
information about the lattice geometry and the 16 symmetry transformation ma-
trices. Since these are the S-1 operations in equation (1.24) and (1.31), and the S
operations are needed in equation (1.35), they are inverted immediately.15
The program expects as input from "standard-in", i.e. from the keyboard or
from a file "piped" to it, the z-displacements of the oxygen atoms and the coordi-
nates of the start and end atom of all bonds to be considered. All input is expected
to be given in relative lattice units, i.e. the unit lengths in f.x, f;, r-, directions can be
different and are lr;Idr-yi, Ki. The relative coordinates are converted immediately
into cartesian coordinates of a coordinate system which has its origin at an inversion
center of the unit cell. This input is needed for producing the Mathematica8 input
file "parameters.m" and to give the program some numbers to work with.
Next, the program applies all symmetry operations. The difference vector
between the resulting coordinate points is the new bond vector. This bond vector is
passed to the subroutine "diffcheck" which looks if its direction is already registered
and if it has already been assigned a bond direction index "bonddirind". If this had
not yet been done, its bond direction is stored in an array "bonddirarr" and is
assigned a bond direction index. The above process is done for every bond given in
the input.
The program "params" then starts the process of eliminating parameters:
Within a loop over all possible parameters (i.e. over all bond types, bond directions
of these bond types and over every possible combination of orbitals of start and end
atom of this bond type) "params" maps the smallest possible set for determining
a parameter onto a single parameter index.This is accomplished by calling the
function "pararnindexfct".
Continuing, "params" then registers this parameter index "paramind" by
calling the subroutine "register" and invoking a special initialization mode. Still
within the very big loop, "params" performs all 16 symmetry operations on the
parameter, one after the other. For each it calls the subroutine "trans"which ap-
plies the known orbital transformation matrices (see chapter 1.3.3) and the rotation
matrices to render a new parameter index "newparind" and its sign. Then this new
parameter gets registered by calling "register" with the old and new parameters
including its sign as argument.
8Mathematica is a trade mark of Wolfram Research Inc.16
The subroutine "register" administers the array "parindarr". Basically it
does the following:
Invoked in initialization mode, it stores the parameter which was passed to
it as argument into the array element with an index equal to this parameter.
Invoked with an old and a new parameter in the argument, it stores the con-
tents of the array element "parindarr(oldparind)" into the array element "parindarr-
(newparind)" if this array element was empty. If not, "register" compares the array
contents of "oldparind" and "newparind" .If they are the same, nothing has to be
done. If they are opposite, i.e. "newparind" contains the negative of "oldparind",
this parameter must be zero. If there is another parameter already in "newparind ",
the parameters in "oldparind" and "newparind" must be the same. After this deter-
mination, "register" searches the whole array and sets all array elements containing
this parameter to zero or replaces them with the proper parameters.
After the big loop is complete, the remaining parameters have to be renum-
bered yielding a continuous parameter index9. Then the output file "params.out"
is produced. If "params" was invoked with the "-.m" command line option, it also
produces a file "parameters.m" which can be used as an input file for a Mathematica
script.
The execution time of this program is a few seconds.
2.2Obtaining the source code for the model Hamiltonian
2.2.1Introduction
One unit cell of the Zr02 lattice contains 6 atoms with 34 relevant orbitals. There-
fore, the model Hamiltonian He (cf. chapter 1.4) is a complex 34 by 34 matrix
which is hermitian and has 595 different matrix elements. Each matrix element
contains a sum over up to eight different bond directions :7? (see equation (1.37) )
9The above description skips many details. Worth mentioning might be the case of parameters
for start and end orbitals located at the same atom; there orthogonality only permits parameters
different from zero when start and end orbitals are identical.17
and usually from two to four parameters. In the imaginary and the real parts of
each matrix element, this sum can be simplified using the addition theorems for
trigonometric functions.
If this procedure were done by hand, it would take more than a week and the
probability of having errors within these 595 matrix elements would be greater than
the probability of getting a correct model Hamiltonian not to mention the typing
errors when typing in these 595 long formulas.Furthermore, if in the process of
fitting the bands, the decision was made to add more parameters for more precision,
the whole procedure would have to be repeated.
The only practical way to come to a correct FORTRAN source code of the
model Hamiltonian is to let computers perform this task. Especially well suited
to this problem is the program Mathematical(); it can handle analytic expressions,
produce output in FORTRAN format, and is written generally enough to allow for
complicated structures in the script file to be executed.
2.2.2Algorithm
The Mathematica script file "makematrix.m" reads the file "parameters.m" which
was produced by the FORTRAN program"params" (see chapter 2.1.3). This input
file contains the information about which parameters are the same, are each other's
opposite, or are zero. Furthermore, it contains the information about the exact
lattice geometry of ZrO2.
The result is two one-dimensional arrays containing the 595 complex matrix
elements. The straight-forward way for filling these is to put a function call "hmat"
into a loop over the 595 index values. "hmat" returns the real and the imaginary
part of the matrix elements. The remainder of this section describes "hmat" .
Knowing only the one-dimensional index, "hmat" has to determine the in-
dices of the start and end orbital, i.e. the two-dimensional indices of the matrix
element. These have to be evaluated in order to extract which orbitals at which
1°Mathematica is a trade mark of Wolfram Research Inc.18
atoms of the unit cell they specify. Taking the atoms of the bond start and the
bond end, "hmat" can determine the index "bondtypeind" of the bond type, and
access an array "bonddirarr". This array isalso contained in the input file "pa-
rameters.m".It consists of all of the bond direction vectors of a particular bond
type which were processed by the FORTRAN program "params" and for which the
symmetry relations of the parameters are known.
"hmat" then determines the coordinates of the bond start atom and a whole
set of coordinates for possible bond end atoms. This set is made up of the original
coordinates of the end atom in the unit cell plus all of its equivalent lattice neigh-
bors, i.e. positions obtained by adding primitive lattice vectors to the original end
position. For each possible pair of start and end coordinates, the bond direction
vector is calculated.
If this vector is contained in the array "bonddirarr" for its particular bond
type, then the real and imaginary part of this contribution to lig 1 q are calculated
analytically and appended to a sum for this matrix element. At the end, the whole
sum is simplified by applying the additiontheorems for trigonometric functions and
the result is appended to a file "matrix.f" .
This whole procedure might seem unnecessarily lengthy. The reason being
that the FORTRAN program "params" did find all the parameters of a zircon -
oxygen bond, but did not distinguish between abond located at a corner zirconium
and a center zirconium atom (with respect to one unit cell) since both must have
the same parameters (see chapter 2.1.2). For the Hamiltonian matrix however, this
distinction must be made.
The execution time for this program is typically about 2 hours on a Apple
Macintosh IIcx, about 50 minutes on a Sun 3/60 work station and about 10 minutes
on a NeXT station.19
2.3The fitting algorithm
2.3.1Introduction
The calculation of the energy bands by the LCAO method requires a set of param-
eters (cf. chapter 1.4). The resulting energy bands must therefore be written in the
form
E(1)=E(1)(k.,1) (2.1)
where k is a vector in the 3-dimensional k-space and p is a vector in the N-
dimensional parameter space; the set of the components of P is called the "pa-
rameters set". For every pair of -k and /7, equation (2.1) yields 1 energy values
one for each band". The fitting method also requiresreference values E(I)(km) to
which the bands are to be fitted.
The problem is to compute the parameter set yielding energy values E(1) (km,





where M denotes the number of reference points and L the number of bands. An
efficient method to get the optimum parameter set was given by Donald W. Mar-
quardt [5]. It combines two commonly used methods, the gradient method and the
Taylor series method.
2.3.2The gradient method
Looking for a minimum of the error function (I) in the N-dimensional parameter
space, one steps off from the current trial value in thedirection of the negative
gradient of (I). If one calls this correction vector "6" then
(19 ce84'a(24) (2.3)
where a is some small positive number which has to be adapted to the problem.
11 see equation (1.38)20
2.3.3The Taylor series method
A Taylor expansion of the energy function in the parameter space can be written
(1c,, 73)







Assuming that the crp in equation(2.4)is the right correction to the trial
parameter set to give the absolute minimum, one can insert(2.4)into the error
function(2.2)and set the derivative of (I )(p) to zero. This leads to
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The gradient method is well suited for the beginning of the fitting procedure when
the steepest descent is easily determined. It provides a very slow convergence when
the neighborhood of the best result is reached. The Taylor series method, however,
tends to diverge when the trial set is unreasonable and works very well in the direct
proximity of the absolute minimum.
Marquardt developed a "maximum neighborhood" method[6, 5]which "in
effect performs an optimum interpolation between the Taylor series method and the
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in which 1 is the identity matrix. For small values of A, equation (2.7) is equivalent
to the Taylor series method and for large values of A to the gradient method.
The value for A is chosen for every iteration step according to the rules given
below:
Initially, one sets A P.1 10-2 and chooses a positive number v > 1.
If (D(p "o + cfp) < (DA), then the parameter vector "136 + (fp" is accepted as
the new parameter set 736 for the next iteration. Since the fit was converging
in this step, one can shift the fitting method closer to the pure Taylor series
method by decreasing A, i.e.A(new)A(old)/
If ()(ilocrp) > (1)(A), i.e. the fitting process was diverging, then the fitting
method was too close to the Taylor series method and the value of A must
be increased by setting A(new) = Pid)1/. This step may have to be repeated
several times until convergence is reached. If A is large enough, one will always
find (DAcrp) < (1)(150). The old parameter set, 150, is left unchanged until a
better approximation is found.22
Chapter 3
Finding the parameters
Starting with an "educated guess" for a small parameter set, parameters were found
which can be used to calculate the occupied zirconia energy bands with a maximum
error of less than 3 mRy for each energy band. Theproblems encountered and the
methods developed to overcome these problems are described in this chapter12.
3.1The first attempt
The fitting procedure using the Marquardt algorithm13 works well when the initial
parameters are given reasonable values. The more parameters that are completely
out of some reasonable range, the likelier it is that the fitting process won't work.
In that case, the error function "gets stuck" in a relative side minimum within the
N-dimensional parameter space. This is illustrated in figure 7.
Therefore, we kept the initial parameter set as small as possible and started the
fitting with an "educated guess" for the initial parameters.
A parameter is the numerical representation for a physical overlap integralm
between a start and an end orbital of a bond. Consequently, its value is highly
dependent on the distance of these orbitals. This distance is called "bond length"
in this text. Examining all possible parameters, it becomes clear that the parameters
121n this chapter the lattice constants with the index "3" in table 3 in chapter 5.1.2 are used
13see Chapter 2.3.4
14see chapter 1.20 A
p
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Figure 7. The graph shows the error function 4> over an arbitrary one-dimensional line through
the N-dimensional parameter space. If the parameters (IT in this one-dimensional example) are
too far off from the real values, they might converge to one of the side minima A, B or Cinstead
of approaching the absolute minimum 0.
representing an overlap integral of one orbital with itself must be most important
since their "bond length" is zero.
They are followed in importance by the bonds with the next shortest bond
length. These are the zirconiumoxygen bonds, i.e. the bonds between the zirco-
nium atoms and their 8 nearest oxygen neighbors. The outer shell ofzirconium
consists of contributions of 5s, 4p and 4d orbitals, the one of oxygen is made upof
2s and 2p orbitals. After performing the parameter elimination processdescribed
in chapter 2.1, we were left with 52 parameters's.
For these parameters we had to find initial values.For the zirconium
zirconium selfinteractions and for the oxygenoxygen selfinteractions, westarted
with approximate orbital energies. For the other 42 parameters we chose verysmall
15 These first fits and some of the later ones contained one more parameter which represented a
local overlap integral of a zirconium s and a zirconium dz2 orbital. This parameter isallowed
by the tetragonal crystal symmetry. Eliminating this parameter (for orthogonalityreasons) did
not have a significant effect on the fitting results.24
non-zero random values to provide for smooth numerical fitting process.
When the fitting program ends, it compares the reference energy points with
the energy values calculated for the same ij-points using the final parameter set.
The root mean square difference for these values is found for each band and the
average of these values is determined. In our first fitting attempt, this"fitting error"
was greater than 30 mRy. This error is about 10 times largerthan expected for a
usable parameter set.
Then we tried fitting only the 24 occupied bands instead of fitting all 34
bands. This improved the fitting error to about 25 mRy, but a plot of the bands 13
to 24 (see figure 8) shows very little similarity of the fitted bands to the reference
bands.
A plot of bands 8 to 12 (figure 9) gave a clue for what was wrong. Changing
the values of the parameters can shift the bands up and down and can even move the
point of inflection of a band by a small amount. The curvature of a band, however
(i.e. if the band is concave or convex), is mainly determined by the trigonometric
functions in the Hamiltonian matrix. The second band from the bottom in figure
9 seems to resemble the shape of the reference dots of the third band from the
bottom much closer than the reference dots to which it was actually fitted. The
same seems to be true the other way round: "Bending"the left part of the third
band down slightly, would perfectly fit the reference dots of the second band. This
would simultaneously avoid the crossing of bands 2 and 3, which is wrong for these
bands as the dotted reference bands show.
3.2Improvements by correcting certain parameters
Clearly an improvement of the fitting results could only be accomplished if we could
ensure that the calculated energy points were matchedwith the right reference
points everywhere instead of with energy points of the upper or lower neighbor
bands.First we attempted doing this by hand. We constructed a new initial
parameter set by calculating the partial derivatives of many energy values with0.500 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50
k in (1,0,0) direction
Figure 8. The fitted bands (solid lines) of our first fit with the set of 52 parameters show dis-
crepancy from the reference bands-(dots). We attempted tofit bands 1 - 24 in this run; the plot
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Figure 9. The curvatures of the two middle bands (solid line) are different from the curvatures
of the dotted reference bands. These bands are obviously interchanged in the lower k-range. For
the fitting, we used the minimum parameter set of 52 parameters and we attempted to fit bands
1 - 24. The graph shows bands 9 - 12.26
respect to the parameters. We thought we could move and "bend" the bands
arbitrarily once we knew about how each band would react to a change of certain
parameters. We had only little success for two reasons:
First, the change of single parameters did not only change one certain band
but a quite large number of them. If we wanted to lift up certain bands and to
lower some other bands, the change of some parameters would also raise some of
the bands we originally wanted to lower down and vice versa.
Second, the plots we used in deciding which bands had to be fitted to which
energy values could only show the bands for a singleone-dimensional line within
the Brillouin zone. A correction of the bands on this line also changed the bands
elsewhere in kispace but did not necessarily improve the calculated bands at those
points.
3.3Reordering the bands systematically
In the fitting process described above, the mapping of the 34 calculated energy
values at each k-point on the 34 reference values was simply determined by ordering
them according to their values. The smallest calculated energy was compared with
the smallest reference energy, etc. Since the order of the calculated energy bands
was wrong and we didn't succeed in correctingit by hand, we needed a way to let
the fitting process itself bring the bands into the proper order.
The proper ordering could be done only if both the reference energy values
at each ic-point and the calculated energy values were labeled in such a waythat the
fitting procedure could match the energy values regardless of their order. The only
feasible approach was to calculate a character table for the symmetry group of the
wave functions at each17-point and use an index denoting the particular irreducible
representation as a band label.27
3.3.1Characters of symmetry classes
In group theory, groups consist of classes. Each class contains one or more elements
and each group element belongs to one class only. In this text, the group elements
are the symmetry operations of the tetragonal symmetry groupDoh.For each
symmetry operation, one can find matrix representations in an arbitrary number
of dimensions. The rotation matrices in appendices B, C and D are examples of
faithful 3-dimensional, 9-dimensional, and 34-dimensional representations of this
group.
A representation is called reducible if their matrices can be "block-diago-
nalized".The resulting blocks are square matrices acting in invariant subspaces.
They are "irreducible representations" of the symmetry group. There is only a finite
number of fundamentally different irreducible representations of a group. This value
is equal to the number of its classes.
In the block-diagonalized form, it is obvious that there can be eigenvectors
which belong to one certain irreducible representation: All their components which
are not members of the particular subspace are zero;the ones which are members
of the subspace, form the eigenvector of that subspace. Applying a unitary trans-
formation to the block-diagonalized matrix representation only changes the shape
of the matrices; in general there won't be the zero components in the matrices
and eigenvectors any more. The property itself that there exist eigenvectors which
belong to certain irreducible representations remains unchanged.
The traces of all matrices of one representation which belong to the same class
are equal; they are called the "character of theclass in this representation". Since
the traces of matrices are not changed by unitary transformations, the classes have
the same character although the irreducible representations are represented by a
very different set of matrices. The charactersthemselves are also a one-dimensional
representation of the group, although not a faithful one.28
3.3.2Using classes for labeling the eigenvalues
Case of nondegenerate eigenvalues
Eigenvectors of the Hamiltonian matrix belonging to nondegenerate eigenvalues are
also eigenvectors of the symmetry operations since the Hamilton operator commutes
with the symmetry operators16.
The eigenvectors are calculated during the diagonalization of the Hamilto-
nian matrix. They are orthonormal, i.e.
iiii = Sii. (3.1)
The number of classes of the symmetry group of a le-point depends on the location
of this 1;point within the unit cell. At the inversion center, the number of classes
takes on a maximum. At an arbitrary point, the number of classes can be as low
as 1, allowing the identity operation only. Going through allpossible classes for a
given k-point, one can calculate the characters C() of these classes17,
co)= in, .s(6). in,.
Si''') is one of the symmetry operations of the class a.
Case of degenerate eigenvalues
(3.2)
Eigenvectors which belong to degenerate eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian span a
subspace. One can find an orthonormalized basis within this subspace. In general,
none of these basis vectors is an eigenvector of the symmetry operatorsbut they
remain within the subspace after a symmetry operation. The resulting vectors can
16For degenerate energy eigenvalues one can form linear combinations of eigenvectors belonging
to these degenerate eigenvalues in order to get eigenvectors of the symmetry operations.
17This works because for one-dimensional representations, the traces and the eigenvalues are
identical. Consequently, the eigenvalues of the symmetry operator S(') are the characters of
the irreducible representation to which the particular wave function belongs.29
be expressed in the original basis by projecting them onto the original basis vectors.
The projection coefficients form a matrix D with the dimensionality of the subspace,
Dii(Sn) =S. 5.i (3.3)
Since there is a matrix Dii(S) for every symmetry operation S which defines
the action of the symmetry operation on a vector in the subspace, these matrices
are a representation of the group. The charactersof the symmetry operations in
this representation are the traces of these matrices18,
0:0= E =Esn.xi. (3.4)
Classes and labels
Calculating the characters for each class, either for degenerate or for nondegenerate
eigenvalues, and comparing them with a character table of the symmetry group of
ti
the particular k -point allows to identify the irreducible representation to which the
eigenfunction to a certain energy eigenvalue belongs.
The energy eigenvalues can then be labeled. This can be done with both the
eigenvalues of the LCAO theory and the reference energy values calculated using
the density functional theory. Consequently, a correct matching of the reference
energy values with the calculated energyvalues becomes possible during the fitting
procedure.
181n the case of zirconia, there are only two two-dimensional irreducible representations. Their
characters for the inversion matrix matrix are +2 and -2. The diagonal elements of the inversion
matrix must be +1 or -1 because of the way the symmetry matrices in the subspace were
constructed. Because the characters of them have to be +2 or -2, both diagonal elements have
to be equal. For that reason it is possible to use the algorithm given forthe characters of the
nondegenerate case and to multiply the resulting number by 2 in order to get the character for
the particular 2-fold degenerate representation of the inversion matrix. This one characteris
already sufficient for distinguishing between the two irreducible representations.30
3.3.3Results
The reordering did not work because of the small number of different irreducible
representations for the symmetry groups of the reference k-points with low sym-
metry. The few f-points with higher symmetry and a larger number of different
irreducible representations were not strong enough to overrule the "bad" influence
of the disordered energy eigenvalues at the low symmetrytpoints.
This problem was solved by taking a different set of reference k-points, mainly
located on the high symmetry lines in the ic-space. We also weighted the reference
ti
points and changed the fitting program such that it treated 1;-points with different
weights appropriately.In figure 11, the order of bands 9 to 12 now seems correct;
the curvatures of the fitted bands and the reference bands are identical. However,
the fitting error improved only slightly, going from 25 mRy down to 23 mRy.
3.4Adding more parameters
3.4.1Using 90 parameters
In order to improve the precision of the fit we took more bond types into con-
sideration. We added the 0102 and the 0304 bonds which have the same
parameters19. Then we added the 0103 and the 0204 bonds which also have
the same parameters. Furthermore we added the Zr,Zr2 bonds which connect
each zirconium atom with its 8 nearest neighbors. The result was a model Hamilto-
nian with 90 parameters20. We generated an initial parameter set by taking the first
52 parameters from the best result above, and assigning the remaining parameters
small random values. Running the fitting program yielded a parameter set with a
fitting error of 0.8 mRy.This error is about 30 times smaller than the error we
obtained using 52 parameters. Some of the results are plotted in the figures 12 and
13. Both figures show no obvious deficiencies of the fitted bands.
19for the numbering of the atoms, see App. D
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Figure 10. The fitted bands (solid lines) of this run show only littleimprovement in comparison
to the bands obtained without the reordering algorithm.We fitted bands 1 - 24 in this run. The
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Figure 11. After running the fitting procedure with thecomplicated symmetry reordering algo-
rithm, the curvatures of the two middle bands (solid line) arethe same as the curvatures of the
dotted reference bands. These bands are no longerinterchanged. For the fitting, we used the
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Figure 12. The fitted bands (solid lines) of this run show no obvious deviations from the reference
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no 52 4 25 mRy
yes 52 4 23 mRy
yes 90 7 0.8 mRy
yes 114 11 0.36 mRy
Table 1. Errors of the fits of the high symmetry i-points
We had been working with a very special set of 69 reference points which were
mainly located on the high symmetry lines in the tspace, [1,0,0], [1,1,0], [0,0,1].
Although the resulting parameter sets yielded bonds matching the reference energy
points to extraordinary precision, one can not expect these bands valid everywhere
in the Brillouin zone. For that reason, we switched to a set of 30 reference points
with a homogeneous distribution in the Brillouin zone. The fitting error increased to
about 5 mRy. Attempts to fit five higher and unoccupied energy bands resulted in
errors twice as large as the errors for fitting 24 bands only. The error was especially
high among these new bands (bands 25 - 29), showing us that our Hamiltonian was
still lacking some parameters required for these bands.
3.4.2Using 114 parameters
Because we were not satisfied with the precision of our results, we added four more
oxygen bonds to the Hamiltonian. This increased the number of parameters to
114. Fitting the reference points on the high symmetry lines to this parameter set
resulted in a fitting error of 0.36 mRy. The results for fitting this set of reference
points are summarized in table 1.
Attempts to skip the relatively time-consuming reordering while adding more
parameters always resulted in a wrong band order somewhere in the Brillouin zone
and gave very poor results.34
With the 114 parameters we were able to reproduce the lower 24 bands with
an error of 1.63 mRy, the worst case being in band 23 with an error of 2.9 mRy.
These fits were done with a homogeneously distributed set of 30 f-points in the
Brillouin zone. Now we were finally able to obtain fits with the desired precision for
all of the lower 29 bands. The fitting error in this case was 3.0 mRy. To get a feeling
for the precision of the bands in the gaps between the reference points, the figures
14. and 15 are plotted using the calculated bands to the homogeneous k-point set
and overlaid with the high symmetry reference points they were not fitted to.
3.4.3Necessary number of parameters
To get an idea for the optimum number of parameters to add, we plotted the
"parameter spectrum" in figure 16.This figure clearly shows that the absolute
values for the parameters of the bond types 8 to 11 are small compared to those
with shorter bond lengths. This is due to the exponential decay of the radial part
of the atomic orbital wave functions.
Figure 17 shows the distribution of the fitting errors of all data points for fits
done with 90, 114 and 131 parameters. Obviously there is no great improvement of
the error distribution of the 131 parameter fit in comparison to the 114 parameter
fit. The 90 parameter fit, however, gave larger errors; its peak in the plot is only
half as high as the other peaks, i.e. there are only half as many points with zero
error as there are in the other fits.
Following that we use the 114 parameter model Hamiltonian for all of the
applications in subsequent chapters. Figure 18 shows the resulting band structure.
The dots are reference energy values which were not used in the fitting procedure.
Only very few of the 30 homogeneously distributed k points were located on the
[1,0,01 line in the k space.The lower left diagram of figure 18 shows that for
the lowest zirconium bands some parameters are still missing. The fit with 131
parameters corrected these bands. Note that this one graph is plotted with a large
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Figure 14. Overlay of calculated bands with reference points. The referencepoints were not used
in the fits, rather they serve as guides for error estimation. We fittedbands 1 - 24 in this run
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Figure 16. Plot of the parameters for the various bond types. The parameter values are given in
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Figure 17. Histogram of the fitting error. Like a multichannel analyzer, the errors of all data
points were put in "channels" of a width of 1 mRy. The number of errors in the singlechannels
is plotted over the channel. The line with the dots is the error distribution for fitswith 131
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Figure 18. Plot of the bands fitted using 114 parameters. The dots arereference points which
were not used in the fitting. The remainingbands of this fit in the [1,0,0] direction are shown in
fig. 14 and 15.
magnification and the errors shown are in the usual range between 0 and 5mRy.
The bands above 0.8 Ry don't play a role in the total energycalculation since they
are not occupied. Plots ofbands 9 through 24 were already presented in figures 14
and 15.
3.5Numerical values for the parameters
Table 2 shows the numerical values for the parameters. They wereobtained by
fitting 29 bands to 30 ic.-points.38























110-.257255383140-432_ .9901619881.10 -02- .1887263783.10 -02.4826070308.10-02
Table 2. Numerical values for the parameters. The meaning of the parameters is listedin Ap-
pendix E39
Chapter 4
Integration of the energy bands
4.1Integration method
Energy bands are periodic functions in fc-space. Among many well known inte-
gration methods, the so called "trapezoidal method" works best for this kind of
functions when integrated over a full period. An integral over a periodic function
can then be written as
b 1
f (x) dx =
1
f (x0) + f (xi) .. .f (x f (xN)+ error. (4.1)
The error is given in [7, eq. (2.9.24)] as
B2M+1
error = E h277/B2m (ba) f(2m+1)(0 f.f(2m-1) (a)f(2m-1)(b)}h(2m+1)
(2M + 1)! (m)!
(4.2)
where a < < b. Bi are the Bernoulli numbers and h is the step size. For a periodic
function which can be differentiated (2M + 1) times, the error behaves likeOm-W.
If f (x) is a function which can be differentiated infinitely many times, the error is
exponential in It-1. Hence a relatively small number of integration step is sufficient.
We tested this error behavior by integrating the three-dimensional band
structure with different step numbers and comparing it to the integration result
for 44 integration steps in each dimension, i.e. for 85184 integration points. The
error function we obtained was
error = 5.9669 10-10e-0.12795 (4.3)40




For various chemical potentials the total energy was calculated using 32 integration
steps in each dimension, i.e. 32768 integration points. The result is plotted in the
right lower diagram of figure 20. The Fermi level in zirconium oxide is within the
band gap at 0.8 Rydbergs and therefore the little plateau in this band gap shows
the total energy of the crystal given in Rydbergs per unit cell. The result for this
total energy was
ELCAO = 19.2897 Rydbergs.
This compares well to the result obtained directly from the density functional theory
of
EDFT = 19.2875 Rydbergs.
For calculations of the total energy only, 10 steps in each dimension, i.e.1000
integration points would have been enough for a precision of 10-9, as shown in
figure 19. For the complete plot of the total energy, however, the error behaves
similarly to the error of the "density of states" as described below.
The small discrepancy between ELCAO and EDFT of 2.2 mRy is due to the
fitting error of the the bands which is of the same order of magnitude. The error
due to an insufficient number of integration steps is negligible as is shown in figure
19.
4.2.2Density of states
Instead of integrating the values of the energy bands, we counted the bands them-
selves. This was done in every integration run to check the integration procedure.
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Figure 19. Plot of the integration error of the calculation of thetotal energy. The error in
Rydbergs is plotted over the step number in one dimension.
of figure 20 as the "Integrated density of states" . Anumerical differentiation of this
graph yielded the "density of states" in the upper left of figure2022. The "integrated
density of states" served as a verification of the integrationresults. Note that the
plateaus always lie on exact integer values of twice thenumber of bands below the
given chemical potential. The plateau at the Fermi energy(about 0.8 Rydbergs)
reflects the number of electrons (48) in a unit cell. Weobtained this result with an
error of less than10-15 which is the numerical imprecision of our computer system
for 8-byte real numbers.
The error of the "density of states" is much greater for two reasons:
First, there is an error due to the differentiation algorithm. Weused 400 steps on
the energy axis. Increasing this number would notimprove the precision because
of numerical imprecision problems in the differentiation.
Second, since the density of states has nonzero valuesonly for those energies that
have a larger error in the numerical integration. Equation(4.2) predicts minute
22Since for the numerical differentiation a large number of energy points isneeded, the density of






















































Figure 20. Results of the integration of the energy bands. The "Density of States" is in arbitrary
units, the "Integrated Density of States" in electrons per unit cell, the energies and the chemical
are given in Rydbergs.-00330 -
-00403 -











Stepnumber in one dimension
10
Figure 21. The average error of the density of state in the range of 0.25 to 0.7 Ry was determined
graphically like in the figure on the left (which was for 14 integration steps in each direction). The
plot of the average errors over the "step number in each direction" shows that the errors are a
power function of the step number.
error for periodic functions which can be differentiated (2M + 1) times. For en-
ergies being in the middle of a range where there are bands, some of these bands
have to be integrated incompletely, neglecting their part which is above the current
chemical potential. In other words, one has to integrate functions which look like
step functions and which are not differentiable at all. Therefore, the error formula
(4.2) applies with M= 0, i.e. the error is proportional to the step size h.
In order to get some idea for how reliable our "density of states" is, we
plotted the difference of this result with that of an 85184 point integration over
the step number in each dimension. This yielded graphs like in figure 21 on the
left. We determined an average error drawing lines into them like in this figure.
Then we made a logarithmic plot of this error which is presented in figure 21. If one
wants to obtain a more precise error estimate, one must perform the same procedure
numerically. Since the calculation of the density of states was not the main purpose
of this project, no further investigation was pursued.
4.2.3Free energy
The lower left graph in figure 20 shows the free energy of zirconium oxide which
was calculated from
F=EpN.44
This function is expected to be calculated in a more precise way with our





The theoretical investigation of the phase transitions of zirconia require knowledge
of the total energy for a large number of geometrical configurations. Part ofthis
project was to ascertain if the LCAO method can provide a quick an precise wayof
determining the total energy for every arbitrary geometrical configuration of a unit
cell with tetragonal symmetry. We expected to find a simple bond length dependent
function for every single parameter. This would allow the following procedurefor
an arbitrary distortion of the zirconiaunit cell: (1) calculate the bond lengths for it,
(2) calculate the parameters from these bond lengths and (3) calculate the energy
bands and the total energy of this geometrical configuration.
5.1.2Finding the parameterbond length relations
Dr. Jansen provided us with ab initio data of band energies for 9 different geo-
metrical configurations. These configurations are listed in table 3. In the literature
it has often been noted that the parameters depend on the bondlength according
to an inverse square law [2]. Earlier investigations in thisfield had been done for
both simple cubic and tetrahedral structures23. To our knowledge no examination
23The coefficients for the bond lengthparameter dependence can be found in tables in [2] for
these lattice types.46
index 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
a 6.88 6.97 6.64 6.80 6.88 6.70 6.64 6.88 6.88
c 9.96 9.70 9.84 9.68 9.58 9.58 9.84 9.52 9.52
dz 0.032 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.07 0.04 0.04 0.07
c/a1.4476741.39171.48191.42351.39241.42991.48191.38371.3837
volume471.5 471.2433.8447.6453.5430.0433.8450.6450.6
Table 3. Lattice properties of the geometrical configurations. The units are Angstroms for a and
c, A3 for the volume and units of the c length for dz. The meaningof a, c and dz is defined in
figure 25 in appendix A.
of the parameter-bond length relation had been done for larger unit cells of higher
complexity like the one of tetragonal zirconium oxide.
Expecting to find that (like in the simple cubic and tetrahedral case) the
parameter values would mainly depend on the bond lengths, we calculated the pa-
rameters for all nine geometrical configurations. Then we plotted single parameters
of all 9 geometries as a function of their bond lengths in one graph. For some of the
parameters, we found a very clear and strong bond length dependency, as shown in
figure 22. Other parameter-bond length plots, however, looked like figure 23. Only
about 30% of the plots showed a clear bond length relation which could be easily
determined.
5.1.3Zero bond length case
The first 10 parameters are the zirconium-zirconium and the oxygen-oxygen self
interactions. By definition their bond length is always zero. But some of these pa-
rameters change their values by up to 50% for different lattice geometries. Trying
to find some lattice property they could possibly depend on we plotted these pa-
rameters as a function of the volume of their unit cells and discovered a correlation
between the unit cell volume and the values of most of these parameters. These
plots are shown in figure 24. For some of them (parameter 1 and 6) the parameter-











Figure 22. Plot of parameter # 18 over its bond lengths in different geometries. The numbered


















Figure 23. Plot of parameter # 47 over its bond lengths in different geometries. The numbered
points correspond to the numbers in table 3. The bond lengths are given in Angstromsand the
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Figure 24. Plot of the zero bond length parameters over the unit cell volume. The parameters
are given in Rydbergs and the unit cell volumes in(Angstroms)3.49
like parameter 4, still seem to decrease in value for larger unit cell volumes but the
functional dependence is not clear.
Some thorough investigation is therefore needed on how the values of the
parameters are correlated in order to gain full command over this "correlated para-
metric noise". One might be able to line up all parameters on functions of the bond
length or the unit cell volume as in figure 22. This might lead to a future research
project.
5.1.4Improving the relations
One problem in our parameter fitting was the high number of parameters. Fitting
the same bands using different start parameter sets yields different output param-
eter sets although the fitting error might be equally small. In otherwords, for an
optimum parameter set which minimizes the fitting error, the single parameters
are only determined up to someprecision. Within a certain margin, some of the
parameters can be changed a little without increasing the fitting errorwhile the
other parameters can adjust and compensate for the disturbance.
Starting with an arbitrary parameter set we just find one of the many possible
parameter configurations for a small fitting error. There is little sense inplotting
the same parameter of different lattice geometries over the bond lengths since each
of these parameters was found in a different fitting run and each of the different fits
ended up quite randomly in a different possible set of good parameter configurations.
We tried to fix some of the parameters on the function we fitted through
their parameterbond length plot. We hoped that the other parameters would
then adjust automatically and move themselves onto clear parameterbond length
functions. As soon as we forced too many of the parameters onto our desired values
however, the fitting no longer worked satisfactorily, yielding very large fitting errors.50




group 4 9.389 9.638 11.260 10.613 10.331 10.945 11.040 10.313 10.066
group 5 9.059 9.044 10.148 9.724 9.541 10.552 10.270 9.720 9.867
total
energy-23.441-23.108-19.290-20.791-21.439-19.299-19.474-21.230-21.435
Table 4. Energies of different lattice geometries. Listed are the energies of bands 1 and 2 together
(group 1), 3 to 8 (group 2), 9 to 12 (group 3), 13 to 24 (group 4), 25 to 29 (group 5) and the total
energy (sum over groups 1 through 4). All energies are given inRydbergs.
5.2Energies depending on the crystal geometries
Table 4 shows both the total energy and the summed energies of groups of bands
for each of the lattice geometries which are defined in table 3. The error in the
energies due to inexact band fitting is less than 3 mRy. It is therefore smaller than
the changes of the total and partial energies by 2 to 3 orders of magnitude (see




In this project, we developed computer programs to calculate the numerical values
for "parameters" occurring in a LCAO model Hamiltonian. Their values represent
the bond energies between atom-like orbitals in the crystal. They are not identical to
approximate values which one obtains by calculating the overlap integrals between
real atomic orbitals because of a distortion of the orbitals caused by the interaction
with all other orbitals and the ions in the crystal.
These bond energies are derived for an infinite solid but they can be used for
approximate calculations of surfaces, vacancies and interstitial atoms. The fact that
in their case certain bonds are missing or added causes a first-order effect. Changes
due to the additional distortion of the orbitals caused by the non-standard and non-
periodic environment at these locations in the crystal are of second-order. Therefore
a first-order calculation of for example the surface energy can be performed by
evaluating the bond energies of all of the missing bonds.
The LCAO parameters are used in the calculation of the energy bands. One
part of this project was to find the Hamiltonian matrix for tetragonal zirconia in
the LCAO theory. Next we obtained the numerical values of the parameters from
fits of the energy bands to abinitio calculations. Using the numerical values for the
parameters in this matrix allows for the quick calculation of the energy eigenvalues
at any arbitrary point in sc-space. Calculations which require band energy values52
for a very large number of points in f-space can therefore be easily performed. A
typical example for such a calculation is the generation of a plot of the "density of
states" as a function of the chemical potential.
Procedure for total energy calculations
The main point, however, of the project was to develop a tool for fast total energy
calculations for tetragonal zirconia with arbitrary lattice constants.This would
have been straight forward if two widely accepted assumptions were true:
Bond energies of a certain bond type can be expressed as a second order
function of their bond length.
Orbital self-energies, i.e. the bond energies of an orbital with itself, are inde-
pendent of lattice constants.
Using these assumptions, one could calculate bond energies of a certain bond
type for several different bond lengths, fit a second order function through them,
and derive this functional dependence of the bond energies on the bond length.
In repeating this for every bond type (i.e. for every parameter) one would obtain
simple calculation rules for expressing the complete parameter set as a function of
the bond lengths, and hence of the lattice constants. A knowledge of the lattice
constants would, therefore, make it possible to calculate the parameters, obtain the
energy bands, and find the total energy of a unit cell with these lattice constants.
Our results for different geometries
The determination of the bond energies for 9 different sets of lattice constants clearly
shows that the second assumption above is wrong. The orbital self energies change
by up to 50% if the lattice constants are changed. Physically this means that the
shape of the orbitals responds to changes in the crystal environment. There is a
correlation of the orbital self-energies and the volume of the unit cell. Thus one
concludes that in first approximation the orbitals are limited in space by the crystal53
environment and that their self energy is greatly influencedby the volume they fill
in the crystal.
The first assumption in the section above is verified forabout one third
of the bond types.For the remaining two thirds of the bond types, we find a
correlation between these bond energies and their bondlength, but not a clear
functional dependence. We realize that the fitting method could notdetermine all
of the bond energies uniquely and produces some "correlatedparametric noise" in
the bond energybond length relations. The same kind of noise wasalso found in
the dependence of the orbital selfenergy on the unitcell volume.
Perspective
A reduction of this "noise", together with a use of thediscovered volume dependence
of the self-energy parameters, will allow the practical useof this method when
applied to total energy calculations for tetragonal zirconiawith arbitrary lattice
constants. One possible way for reducing this noise is toperform a common fitting
of the energy bands for all the different lattice geometriessimultaneously. In our
method, only the bands of one lattice geometry were fitted at atime. This results in
an isolated optimum parameter setfor the particular lattice geometry. Fitting the
bands of all lattice geometries to their particular referencebands at once provides
the chance to also introduce the desired parameterbondlength relations during
the fitting process. Thus this allows the elimination ofthe unwanted parametric
noise.54
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Appendix A
Unit cell of zirconia
Figure 25 shows the unit cell of zirconia.The big black atoms are the corner
zirconium atoms, the big dark grey one is the center zirconium atom. The smaller
light grey atoms are the oxygen atoms.56
Figure 25. A unit cell of zirconiaAppendix B
Lattices with tetragonal symmetry












The origin of the coordinate system is assumed to be an inversion center of the





























































































































































Pure orbital transformation matrices
Chapter 1.3.3 provides an outline how one can derive the transformation properties
of atomic orbitals under symmetry operations. The results are contained inthe
tables below. They are the transformation matrices.61
P. Py Ps dz2d52_y2dxydy.dzx
1 0 0 0 0 o 0 0 0
Ps o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py 0 o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
d52 o o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
d52 _y2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
dzy o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
dy. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
dzx o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 5. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 1 . Refer
to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.
Ps Py Ps42 (42_0 dxydy.dzx
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ps o -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ps 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
dz2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
dz2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
dx y o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
dy. 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
dZX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
Table 6. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 2 . Refer
to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.62
s Px Py Pz dz9di2 ...,2dxydyZ dZX
s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Px o o -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py o 1 o 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz o o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
dx2 o o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
dx2 y2 o o 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
dxy o 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
dyx o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
dxx o o 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
Table 7. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 3 .Refer
to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.
s Px Py Pz c1,2dr2.... y2dxydysdsx
s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Px o o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py o -1 o o o o o o 0
Pz o o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
cl,2 o o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
dx2 _y2 o o 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
dxy o o 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
dyZ o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
dZX o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Table 8. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operationnumber 4 . Refer
to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.63
Px Py Pz dz2ds2_y2drydyzdzs
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Px 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pr 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
dz2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
dz2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
dzy o 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
dy5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
dZX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
Table 9. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 5 . Refer
to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.
Px Py Pz (42dzr_o drydy.dzx
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Px 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
d52 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
d52 _y2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
dzy 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
dye 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
dzz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 10. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 6.
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.64
s Pz Py Pz d2242_0 dxydyzdzx
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Px o o -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py o -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz o 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
Clz2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
CI,2 ,.,,,2 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
dXy 0 o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
dye 0 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
dzz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Table 11. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operationnumber 7.
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.
s Px Py Pz42 42...y2 dxydyzdzx
s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Px o o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
PZ o 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
dz2 o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
42 y2 o o 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
clxy o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
dy Z o o o 0 0 0 0 0 -1
dZZ o 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
Table 12. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetryoperation number 8 .
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.65
Pr Py Padz,dz2_y2clxydyzdzz
s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Px 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
dz2 o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
dr2 .92 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
dry 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
dy5 o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
dZX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 13. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 9 .
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.
s Pr Py Pz dxs42..92 dzydyzdzz
s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ps 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py o o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
dz2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
dx2 92 o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
dxy o o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
dyZ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
dZX 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
Table 14. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 10 .
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.66
3 Pr Py Ps dz2ds2_y2dry dyz dzr
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pr o o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py o -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz o 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
dzx o o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
dx2 _y2 0 o 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
dry o o 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
dyz o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
dzr o o 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
Table 15. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 11 .
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.
r Pr Py Pz d22dx2y2dry dyz dzr
8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pr o 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pli o 1 o o o 0 0 0 0
Pz o 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0
dz2 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
dz2 _y2 o 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
dry o 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
dyz o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
dzr o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Table 16. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 12 .
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.67
s Ps Py Ps4242_2,2dzydyz4.
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ps o -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz 0 0 0 1 Q 0 0 0 0





















dyz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
dzx 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
Table 17. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number13 .
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.
Ps Py Pzci,, 42_0 ci.ydyzdz.
s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ps o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py o 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
dz2 o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
42 y2 o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
dxy o 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 0
dyz o 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
dzz 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
Table 18. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operationnumber 14 .
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.68
s Px Py Ps d524.2_0 dzy dy5dzx
s 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Px o o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py o 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Pz o o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
dz2 o 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
dx2 _y2 o o 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
dzy o o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
dyz o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
dzz o o 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
Table 19. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 15 .
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.
s Px Py Pz d5242_1,2 dzydys dzx
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Px o o -1 0 0 0 0 0 0
Py o -1 o 0 0 0 0 0 0
Ps o o 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
d52 o o 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
42 ....y2 o o 0 0 0 -1 0 0 0
dzy o o 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
dye o o 0 0 0 0 0 0 -1
dsz o o 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0
Table 20. The matrix for the pure orbital transformation for symmetry operation number 16 .
Refer to appendix B for the numbering of the symmetry operations.69
Appendix D
Complete orbital transformation matrices
Appendix C lists the pure orbital transformation matrices. The symmetry oper-
ations also map atoms onto different atoms with respect to one unitcell. Taking
both, the projections of the atoms and the orbitals, one can derive thematrices
listed as tables 21 to 36.
The numbering of the atoms is defined by the equations below; the units are




























































0 0 0 0
Zr10 00 01 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 10 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 01 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 1000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0100 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0010 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0001 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
010 00 00 00 00001000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0100 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0010 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0001 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
020 00 00 00 0000 0000 100 00 00 00 0000 000000
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 010 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 001 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 10 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 01 00 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 10 00 0000 0000 00
Zr20 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 01 00 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 10 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 01 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 1000 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0100 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0010 0000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0001 0000 00
030 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 1000 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0100 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0010 00
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0001 00
040 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 10
0 00 00 00 0000 0000 000 00 00 00 0000 0000 01
Table 21. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 1.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).72
Zr1 01 02 Zr2 03 04
1000 00 000000000000000 00 00000000000
0-100 00 000000000000000 00 00000000000
00-10 00 000000000000000 00 00000000000
0001 00 000000000000000 00 00000000000
Zr10000 10 000000000000000 00 00000000000
0000 01 000000000000000 00 00000000000
0000 00 100000000000000 00 00000000000
0000 00 0-10000000000000 00 00000000000
0000 00 00-1000000000000 00 00000000000
0000 00 000 100000000000 00 00000000000
0000 00 0000-10000000000 00 00000000000
010000 00 00000-1000000000 00 00000000000
0000 00 000000100000000 00 00000000000
0000 00 000000010000000 00 00000000000
0000 00 00000000-1000000 00 00000000000
020000 00 000000000-100000 00 00000000000
0000 00 000000000010000 00 00000000000
0000 00 000000000001000 00 00000000000
0000 00 000000000000-100 00 00000000000
0000 00 0000000000000-10 00 00000000000
0000 00 000000000000001 00 00000000000
Zr20000 00 000000000000000 10 00000000000
0000 00 000000000000000 01 00000000000
0000 00 000000000000000 00 10000000000
0000 00 000000000000000 00 0-1000000000
0000 00 000000000000000 00 00-100000000
0000 00 000000000000000 00 00010000000
0000 00 000000000000000 00 0000-1000000
030000 00 000000000000000 00 00000-100000
0000 00 000000000000000 00 00000010000
0000 00 000000000000000 00 00000001000
0000 00 000000000000000 00 00000000-100
040000 00 000000000000000 00 000000000-10
0000 00 000000000000000 00 00000000001
Table 22. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 2.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).73
Zr1 01 02 Zr2 03 04
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 010 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000-1 00 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0001 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 000 010 0 0 0000 0000 00
Zr10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 000 001 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000-1 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000 0-1 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0100 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0-1000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0010 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000-1000 00
010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 000 000 0 0 0001 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0100 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0010 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 000 000 0 0 0000 0000-10
0200 000 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0001 00
00 000 00 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 01
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00-1 00 0 0 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
01 000 00 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
Zr20 0 0 0 10 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000-1 0 00.00 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0-1 0000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0100 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0-1000 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0010 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000-1000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
0300 000 0 0 0001 0000 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 00 0000 0100 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 01 0 0 000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000-1000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
0400 000 0 0 0000 0001 0000 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
00 000 0 0 0000 0000 0100 000 0 0 0000 0000 00
Table 23. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 3.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B forthe
numbering of the symmetry operations).74
Zr1 01 02 Zr2 03 04
000 00 00 0000 0000 00100 00000000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00001 00000000 0000 00
000 00 000000 0000 000-10 00000000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 10000000 0000 00
Zr1000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 01000000 0000 00
00 0 0 0 00 0000 0000 0000 0 0 0- 10 0000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 000-10000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000-100 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00001000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000010 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 1000 00
01000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 0000000-1 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0100 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0010 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0000 10
02000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0004 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0000 01
100 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0000 00
001 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0000 00
0-10 00 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0000 00
000 10 00 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0000 00
Zr2000 0100 0000 0000 00000 00000000 0000 00
00 0 0 0- 10 0000 0000 0000 0 0 000 0000 0000 00
0 00 00 0- 1 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 00 00 00 0000 0000 00
000 00 00 0-100 0000 00000 00000000 0000 00
000 00 00 1000 0000 00000 00000000 0000 00
000 00 00 0010 0000 00000 00000000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 1000 00000 00000000 0000 00
03000 00 00 000-1 0000 00000 00000000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0100 00000 00000000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0010 00000 00000000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 10000 00000000 0000 00
04000 00 00 0000 000-1 00000 00000000 0000 00
000 00 00 0000 0000 01000 00000000 0000 00
Table 24. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 4.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).75
Zr3 01 02 Zr2 03 04
00000 00 000 00000001000 000000 0000 000
00000 00 000 00000000100 000000 0000 000
00000 00 000 000000000-10 000000 0000 000
00000 00 000 0000000000-1 000000 0000 000
Zri00000 00 000 00000000000 100000 0000 000
00000 00 000 00000000000 010000 0000 000
00000 00 000 00000000000 00-1000 0000 000
00000 00 000 00000000000 000100 0000 000
00000 00 000 00000000000 000 0 -I0 0000 000
00000 00 000 00010000000 000000 0000 000
00000 00 000 00001000000 000000 0000 000
0100000 00 000 00000-100000 000000 0000 000
00000 00 000 000000-10000 000000 0000 000
00000 00 001 00000000000 000000 0000 000
00000 00 000 10000000000 000000 0000 000
0200000 00 000 0-1000000000 000000 0000 000
00000 00 000 00-100000000 0,00000 0000 000
10000 00 000 00000000000 000000 0000 000
01000 00 000 00000000000 000000 0000 000
0 0 -I00 00 000 00000000000 000000 0000 000
000-10 00 000 00000000000 000000 0000 000
Zr200001 00 000 00000000000 000000 0000 000
00000 10 000 00000000000 000000 0000 000
00000 0-1 000 00000000000 000000 0000 000
00000 00 100 00000000000 000000 0000 000
00000 00 0-10 00000000000 000000 0000 000
00000 00 000 00000000000 000000 0001 000
00000 00 000 00000000000 000000 0000 100
0300000 00 000 00000000000 000000 0000 0-10
00000 00 000 00000000000 000000 0000 00-1
00000 00 000 00000000000 000001 0000 000
00000 00 000 00000000000 000000 1000 000
0400000 00 000 00000000000 000000 0-100 000
00000 00 000 00000000000 000000 00 -I0 000
Table 25. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 5.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix Bfor the
numbering of the symmetry operations).76
Zr1 01 02 Zr2 03 04
00 000 000000 0000 001000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 000000 0000 000-100 0000000 0000 00
00 000 000000 0000 000010 0000000 0000 00
00 000 000000 0000 00000-1 0000000 0000 00
Zr100 000 000000 0000 000000 1000000 0000 00
00 000 000000 0000 000000 0100000 0000 00
00 000 000000 0000 000000 00-10000 0000 00
00 000 000000 0000 000000 000-1000 0000 00
00 000 000000 0000 000000 0000100 0000 00
00 000 000000 0010 000000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 000000 000-1 000000 0000000 0000 00
0100 000 000000 0000 100000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 000000 0000 0-10000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 0000 10 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 00000-1 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
0200 000 000000 1000 000000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 000000 0-100 000000 0000000 0000 00
10 000 000000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
0-1 000 000000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
00 100 000000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
00 0-10 000000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
Zr200 001 000000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 100000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 0-10000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 00-1000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
00 000 000100 0000 000000 0000000 0000 00
0 0 0 00 00 000 0 0 00 0 0 00 00 0 0 00 000 0 0 01 0 0 0
00 000 000000 0000 000000 0000000 000-1 00
0300 000 000000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 10
00 000 000000 0000 000000 0000000 0000 0-1
00 000 000000 0000 000000 0000010 0000 00
00 000 000000 0000 000000 000000-1 0000 00
0400 000 000000 0000 000000 0000000 1000 00
00 000 000000 0000 000000 0000000 0-100 00
Table 26. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetryoperation number 6.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one(see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).77



































Table 27. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 7.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).78
Zri 01 02 Zr2 03 04
10 00000000 0000 00000 000000000 000 000
00 10000000 0000 00000 000000000 000 000
01 00000000 0000 00000 000000000 000 000
00 0-1000000 0000 00000 000000000 000 000
Zri00 00100000 0000 00000 000000000 000 000
00 000-10000 0000 00000 000000000 000 000
00 00001000 0000 00000 000000000 000 000
0 0 00 00 00- 10 0000 0000 0 00 00 0000 0 000 000
00 00000-100 0000 00000 000000000 000 000
00 00000000 0000 00000 000000000 001 000
00 00000000 0000 00000 000000000 000 010
0100 00000000 0000 00000 000000000 000 100
00 00000000 0000 00000 000000000 000 00-1
00 00000000 0000 00000 000000010 000 000
00 00000000 0000 00000 000000000 100 000
0200 00000000 0000 00000 000000001 000 000
00 00000000 0000 00000 000000000 0-10 000
00 00000000 0000 00010 000000000 000 000
00 00000000 0000 00000 100000000 000 000
00 00000000 0000 00001 000000000 000 000
00 00000000 0000 00000 0-10000000 000 000
Zr200 00000000 0000 00000 001000000 000 000
00 00000000 0000 00000 000-100000 000 000
00 00000000 0000 00000 000010000 000 000
00 00000000 0000 00000 000000-100 000 000
0 0 00 00 0000 0000 0000 0 00 00 0- 100 0 000 000
00 00000000 0001 00000 000000000 000 000
00 00000000 0000 01000 000000000 000 000
0300 00000000 0000 10000 000000000 000 000
0 0 00 00 0000 0000 00- 10 0 00 00 0000 0 000 000
00 00000001 0000 00000 000000000 000 000
00 00000000 0100 00000 000000000 000 000
0400 00000000 1000 00000 000000000 000 000
0 0 00 00 0000 00- 10 0000 0 00 00 0000 0 000 000
Table 28. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 8.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).79
Zri oi 02 Zr2 03 04
00000 00 000000000010000 00 0000000000
00000 00 00000000000-1000 00 0000000000
00000 00 000000000000-100 00 0000000000
00000 00 0000000000000-10 00 0000000000
Zri00000 00 000000000000001 00 0000000000
00000 00 000000000000000 10 0000000000
00000 00 00.0000000000000 01 0000000000
00000 00 000000000000000 00 1000000000
00000 00 000000000000000 00 0100000000
00000 00 000000100000000 00 0000000000
00000 00 0000000-10000000 00 0000000000
0100000 00 00000000-1000000 00 0000000000
00000 00 000000000-100000 00 0000000000
00000 00 001000000000000 00 0000000000
00000 00 000-100000000000 00 0000000000
0200000 00 0000-10000000000 00 0000000000
00000 00 00000-1000000000 00 0000000000
10000 00 000000000000000 00 0000000000
0-1000 00 000000000000000 00 0000000000
00-100 00 000000000000000 00 0000000000
000-10 00 000000000000000 00 0000000000
Zr200001 00 000000000000000 00 0000000000
00000 10 000000000000000 00 0000000000
00000 01 000000000000000 00 0000000000
00000 00 100000000000000 00 0000000000
00000 00 010000000000000 00 0000000000
00000 00 000000000000000 00 000000 1000
00000 00 000000000000000 00 0000000-100
0300000 00 000000000000000 00 00000000-10
00000 00 000000000000000 00 000000000-1
00000 00 000000000000000 00 0010000000
00000 00 000000000000000 00 000-1000000
0400000 00 000000000000000 00 0000-100000
00000 00 000000000000000 00 00000-10000
Table 29. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetryoperation number 9.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one(see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).80
Zri 01 02 Zr2 03 04
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 01 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 10 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0- 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
Zr10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 10 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0- 100 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 10 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 01 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
010 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 -10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0' 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0o 0 0 0
02000 0000 o o001 0000 o000 0000 o o000 o000 6
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0- 10 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
1 0 o o o o o 0 oo 0 0 0o o 0 o0 o o o 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 o
o 1 o o o o o 0 oo o 0 0o o o 00 o o o o 0 0 o oo o 0 oo o o o
0 0 1o o o 0 0 oo 0 0 0o o o 00 o o o 0 0 0 o o0 0 0 oo o 0 o
0 0 0- 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
Zr20 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 10 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -100 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0- 10 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 01 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 1 0 0
0 30 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 10
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0- 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 1 0 00 0 0 0
0 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 000 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 100 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 40 0 0 0
Table 30. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 10.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).81
Zri 01 02 Zr2 03 04
10000000000 0000 0000 000000000000000
00100000000 0000 0000 000000000000000
0-1000000000 0000 0000 000000000000000
000-10000000 0000 0000 000000000000000
Zri0000 I000000 0000 0000 000000000000000
00000-100000 0000 0000 000000000000000
000000-10000 0000 0000 000000000000000
00000000100 0000 0000 000000000000000
0000000-1000 0000 0000 000000000000000
00000000000 0000 0000 000000000001000
00000000000 0000 0000 000000000000010
0100000000000 0000 0000 000000000000-100
00000000000 0000 0000 00000000000000-1
00000000000 0000 0000 000000010000000
00000000000 0000 0000 000000000100000
0200000000000 0000 0000 00000000-1000000
00000000000 0000 0000 0000000000-10000
00000000000 0000 0010 000000000000000
00000000000 0000 0000 100000000000000
00000000000 0000 000-1 000000000000000
00000000000 0000 0000 0-10000000000000
Zr200000000000 0000 0000 001000000000000
00000000000 0000 0000 000-100000000000
00000000000 0000 0000 0000-10000000000
00000000000 0000 0000 000000100000000
00000000000 0000 0000 00000-1000000000
00000000000 0010 0000 000000000000000
00000000000 0000 1000 000000000000000
0300000000000 000-1 0000 000000000000000
00000000000 0000 0-100 000000000000000
000000000 10 0000 0000 000000000000000
00000000000 1000 0000 000000000000000
040000000000-1 0000 0000 000000000000000
00000000000 0-100 0000 000000000000000
Table 31. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operationnumber 11.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix Bfor the
numbering of the symmetry operations).82
Zr1 01 02 Zr2 03 04
1000000 000 0000 0000000000 0000000000
00-10000 000 0000 0000000000 0000000000
0100000 000 0000 0000000000 0000000000
000-1000 000 0000 0000000000 0000000000
Zri0000100 000 0000 0000000000 0000000000
00000-10 000 0000 0000000000 0000000000
000000-1 000 0000 0000000000 0000000000
0000000 0-10 0000 0000000000 0000000000
0000000 100 0000 0000000000 0000000000
0000000 000 0000 0000000000 0000001000
0000000 000 0000 0000000000 00000000-10
010000000 000 0000 0000000000 0000000100
0000000 000 0000 0000000000 000000000-1
0000000 000 0000 0000000000 0010000000
0000000 000 0000 0000000000 0000-100000
020000000 000 0000 0000000000 0001000000
0000000 000 0000 0000000000 00000-10000
0000000 000 0000 0001000000 0000000000
0000000 000 0000 00000-10000 0000000000
0000000 000 0000 0000100000 0000000000
0000000 000 0000 000000-1000 0000000000
Zr20000000 000 0000 0000000100 0000000000
0000000 000 0000 00000000-10 0000000000
0000000 000 0000 000000000-1 0000000000
0000000 000 0000 0000000000 0-100000000
0000000 000 0000 0000000000 1000000000
0000000 000 0001 0000000000 0000000000
0000000 000 0000 0-100000000 0000000000
030000000 000 0000 1000000000 0000000000
0000000 000 0000 00 -I0000000 0000000000
0000000 001 0000 0000000000 0000000000
0000000 000 0-100 0000000000 0000000000
040000000 000 1000 0000000000 0000000000
0000000 000 00-10 0000000000 0000000000
Table 32. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operationnumber 12.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see AppendixB for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).83
Zr1 01 02 Zr2 03 04
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
Zr10 0 0 0 1 0 00 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 10 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
o 00000 -10 oo 000o 000o 00000 oo oo 000o 000
o 00000 ol oo 000o 000o 00000 oo oo 000o 000
o 00000 00 -1o 000o 000o 00000 oo oo 000o 000
o 00000 oo o1 000o 000o 00000 oo oo 000o 000
o 00000 oo o0 -1 o0o 000o 00000 oo oo 000o 000
01o 00000 oo oo oloo 000o 00000 oo oo 000o 000
o 00000 oo oo oolo 000o 00000 oo oo 000o 000
o 00000 oo oo 0001 000o 00000 oo oo 000o 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o 0000 -1 o0o 00000 oo oo 000o 000
0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 l 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
o 00000 oo oo 000o oolo 00000 oo oo 000o 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 010 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 00000 oo o0 0000 0000 -10000 oo o0 0000 000
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0o o o oo o o o0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0o 000o 000
0 00000 00 0o 000o 0000 ooloo oo o0 000o 000
Zr20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 000 0 0 1 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 10 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 -1 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -10 0 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 010 0 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 00 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 -1 0 00 0 0 0
030 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 1 00 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 00 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 10 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 010 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00- 1 0 0
0 40 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 00 0 0 1
Table 33. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 13.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix Bfor the
numbering of the symmetry operations).84
Zri 01 02 Zr2 03 04
100 00000000000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
010 00000000000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
00-1 00000000000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
000 10000000000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
Zr1000 01000000000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
000 00100000000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
0 00 00 0- 10 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 000 00 00 00 00 0
000 0000-1000000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
000 00000100000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
000 000000 10000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
000 00000001000 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
0 10 00 00 000 00 0- 1 00 00 00 00 00 000 00 00 00 00 0
000 00000000010 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
000 00000000001 0000 00 0000000 0000 000
000 00000000000 1000 00 0000000 0000 000
02000 00000000000 0-10000 00000000000000
000 00000000000 0010 00 0000000 0000 000
000 00000000000 0001 00 0000000 0000 000
000 00000000000 0000 10 0000000 0000 000
000 00000000000 0000 0-1 0000000 0000 000
000 00000000000 0000 00 1000000 0000 000
Zr2000 00000000000 0000 00 0100000 0000 000
000 00000000000 0000 00 0010000 0000 000
0 00 00 000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 0- 10 00 00 00 00 0
0 00 00 000 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00- 1 00 00 00 00 0
000 00000000000 0000 00 0000010 0000 000
000 00000000000 0000 00 0000001 0000 000
000 00000000000 0000 00 0000000 1000 000
03000 00000000000 0000 00 00000000-100 000
000 00000000000 0000 00 0000000 0010 000
000 00000000000 0000 00 0000000 0001 000
000 00000000000 0000 00 0000000 0000 100
04000 00000000000 0000 00 0000000 00000-10
000 00000000000 0000 00 0000000 0000 001
Table 34. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 14.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).85
Zr1 01 02 Zr2 03 04
0 00 0000 0000 0000 001 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 01 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 10 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 1000 0000 0000 00
Zr10 00 0000 0000 00.00 000 00 0100 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 00-10 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0001 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0100 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 1000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0010 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 1000 00
010 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0001 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0100 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0010 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 10
020 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0001 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 01
1 00 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 01 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 10 0000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 1000 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
Zr20 00 0100 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 00-10 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0001 0000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0100 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 1000 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0010 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 1000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
030 00 0000 0001 0000 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0100 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0010 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 100 00 0000 0000 0000 00
040 00 0000 0000 0001 000 00 0000 0000 0000 00
0 00 0000 0000 0000 010 00 0000 0000 0000 00
Table 35. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 15.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B for the
numbering of the symmetry operations).86
Zri 01 02 Zr2 03 04
000 000 000000 0000 0100 000 000000 00000
000 000 000000 0000 000 - 1 000 000000 00000
000 000 000000 0000 00 - 10 000 00000000000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 100 000000 00000
Zr1000 000 000000 0000 0000 010 000000 00000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 00-1 000000 00000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 100000 00000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 00-1000 00000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 0-10000 00000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 000100 00000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 00000-1 00000
01000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 0000-10 00000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 10000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 01000
000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 000-10
02000 000 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 00-100
000 00,0 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 00001
100 000 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
00-1 000 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
0-10 000 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
000 100 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
Zr2000 010 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
000 00-1 000000 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
000 000 100000 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
000 000 00-1000 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
000 000 0-10000 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
000 000 000100 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
000 000 00000-1 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
03000 000 0000-10 0000 0000 000 000000 00000
000 000 000000 1000 0000 000 000000 00000
000 000 000000 0100 0000 000 000000 00000
000 000 000000 000-1 0000 000 000000 00000
04000 000 000000 00-10 0000 000 000000 00000
000 000 000000 0000 1000 000 000000 00000
Table 36. The complete orbital transformation matrix to symmetry operation number 16.It
includes the mapping of the orbitals from one atom to another one (see Appendix B forthe
numbering of the symmetry operations).87
Appendix E
The model hamiltonian
This appendix provides a complete listing of all the nonzero elements of the Hamil-
tonian matrix used in this project. The program "Mathematica" can further sim-
plify these expressions given the numerical values of the bond vectors. Table46
shows the index each matrix element is assigned. The formulas below for the real
and imaginary part of the matrix elements are ordered according to this index.
Since the Hamiltonian is hermitian, the upper triangle of the matrix contains the
complex conjugate elements of the lower triangle. The bond vectorsgii in these for-
mulas are defined in tables 37 through45.The "bond types" 1 and 2 are not listed
because their bond vector is the a-vector. The numbering scheme of the atoms is
defined at the beginning of appendix D.
Remarks about the tables
The list of bonds in the column "bonds" is not complete in some of the tables. The
The bond vectors for bond type#9were introduced due to a slight flaw in the
program for the bond vector generation. They are the same asthe ones of bond
type 8. Therefore, the parameters91-95have the same meaning as the parameters
96-100.In order to get the correct parameter91,p911, one must add parameter91
and parameter96;similarly: p92 = p92 + p98, 1193 = p93 + p97, p94 = p94 + p99, and
195 = p95 + P10088
bond vector components bonds
b3,1 a/2, 0, c/4 + dzZr101
g3,2 -a/2, 0, c/4 + dzZr101
113,3 0,-a/2,c/4 + dzZr2 - 03
;63,4 0, a/2,c/4 + dzZr203
g3,5 a/2, 0,-c/4dzZr202
63,6 -a/2, 0,-c/4 - dzZr202
113,7 0,-a/2,-c/4.- dzZr104
g3,8 0, a/2,-c/4 - dzZr104
Table 37. The bond vectors for bond type 3
bond vector components bonds
g4,1 0, a/2,c/4 - dzZr102
64,2 0,-a/2,c/4 - dzZri02
114,3 a/2, 0,c/4 - dzZr204
g4,4 -a/2, 0, c/4dzZr204
g4,5 0,-a/2,-c/4 + dzZr201
114,6 0, a/2,-c /4 + dzZr201
g4,7 -a/2, 0,-c/4 + dzZr103
g4,8 a/2, 0,-c/4 + dzZr103
Table 38. The bond vectors for bond type 489


















-65,7 -a/2,a/2,2dz04 - 03
6'5,8 a/2,-a/2,2dz04 - 03


























Table 40. The bond vectors for bond type 6











































Table 43. The bond vectors for bond type 9
bond vector components bonds
gio,i -a/2,a/2,c/2 - 2dz0104
gio,2 a/2,-a/2,c/2 - 2dz0104
gio,3 a/2,a/2,c/22dz0302
g10,4 -a/2,-a/2,c/22dz0302
610,5 -a/2,-a/2,-c/2 + 2dz0203
6'1°,6 a/2,a/2,-c/2 + 2dz0203
ti
io,7 -a/2,a/2,-c/2 + 2dz0401
b10,8 a/2,-a/2,-c/2 + 2dz0401
Table 44. The bond vectors for bond type 1091
bond vector components bonds
ti










Table 45. The bond vectors for bond type 1192









































p1 s s CI
P2 Px Px CI
P3 Pz Pz 6
P4 dz2 dz2 6







Table 47. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 1. These




P8 S S 6
P9 Ps Ps 6
Pio Pz Pz 6
Table 48. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 2. These




p11 s s i;3,1
P12 S pr g3,1
P13 S Pz g3,1
P14 s dz2 631
P15 S dx2 y2 E3a
P16 s dzx L.,,1
P17 Pr S g31
P18 Pr Pr g3,1
P19 Pr Pz E3,1










P23 Py Py g3,1
P24 Py dxy g3,1
P25 Py dyz
1)3,1
P26 Pz s g3,1
P27 Pz Pr g3,1
P28 Pz pz kJ
P29 Pz dz2 r,3,1
P30 Pz 42_112 b3,1
P31 Pz 45 g3a
Table 49. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 3. The




P32 S S L.4,1
P33 s Py g4,1
P34 s Ps 1714,1
P35 s dz2
1;4,1
P36 s dx 2y2 b4,1
s dyz ;14,1 P37
P38 Ps Ps g4,1
P39 Ps dzy g4,1
P40 Px dzr g4,1
P41 PY S b4,1
P42 Py Py b4,1
P43 Py Pz g4,1
P44 Py dz2 g4,1
P45 PY 40 2_ g4,1
ti
P46 Py dyz 12,1
P47 Pz S gb4,1
P48 Pz Py g4,1
P49 Pz Ps b4,1
P50 Pz c/32 i;4,1
P. (42_ 0 i4,1 ;P51
P52 PZ dyz g4,1
Table 50. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 4. The





P53 s s 1;5,1
P54 Ps Ps E5,1
P55 s Py g5,1
P56 Ps PY b5,1
P57 S PZ g5,1
P58 Py Pz g5,1
P59 Pz Pz g5,1
Table 51. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 5. The




P60 s s 1;6,1
P61 Ps Ps g6,1
P62 S PZ 1;6,1
P63 Pz Pz g6,1
Table 52. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 6. The

















































































































Table 53. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 7.The




P91 s s g81
P92 Px Px g8,1
P93 S Al g8,1
P94 Py Py .68,1
P95 Pz Pz g8,1
Table 54. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 8. The




P96 S S g9,1
P97 s Px g9,1
P98 Px Px g9,1
P99 Py Py 69,1
P100 Pz Pz g9,1
Table 55. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 9. The




P101 s s E10,1
Pr Pr ;P102 110,1
P103 S PY g10,1
P104 Pr PY g10,1
P105 s Pz E10,1
P106 Py Pz g10,1
P107 PZ pz g10,1
Table 56. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 10. The




P108 5 s g11,1
P102 Pr Pr Ell,1
Pno s PY g11,1
P111 Pr Py E11,1
P112 S PZ g11,1
P113 Py Pz 1;11,1
P114 Pz Pz g11,1
Table 57. This table expresses the physical meaning of the parameters for bond type 11. The



















hreet (46)=(cos( -63,1+ cos( b33 rc))p
himag(46)=(sin( b31 lc) + sin( 432 k))Pii
hreai(47)=(cos( 6.31rC)Coq-1;32renP12
himag (47)=(sin( 43, lc')sin(43,2re))P12
heeei(49)=(COS( 4.3,1rc)+ cos( 43,2 k))P33
himag (49)=(sin( -63,1rc) + sin(C., rO)P13
4..1(50)=(cos( 43,1+ .4433 g))Pi4
himeg(50)=(sin(-173,,k) + sin( 432 E))pi.,
11,1(51)=(cos( b3,1Tc) + cos( 43,2rC))P15
himag (51)=(sin( -6'3rc) + sin( 43.2 k))P15 1
hreai(54)=(Cos( '431TOcos( 43,2 io)pi6
himag (54)=(sin( 43 rc)sin( b'3,,-1.1))P
hreal(55)=Pe(cos(r)ig) + cos(C,,,k) + cos(68,3ic)cos(b.,,,ic))p +
(cosq,,,1-0+ cosqc,ic) + cosq9,3+ cosq,,,, Enp
himeg(55)=(sin(r),,,rs)sin(t17) + sin(Ctok)sin(k, 10)P91 +
+ sin(C9,2rc) + sin(C93rc) + sin(E9,4rc))7,96
hreaz (56)=(cos( 43,k)cos( 432 k))7217
himeg (56)=(sin(C31 sin( &3,2 rc))P17101
hr eat (57)=(cos( 43,1Z) + cos( 43,2 rc))Pis
himag(57)=(sin( 43,, + sin( '43,21;))P111
hreai(59)=(cos(-63,1IC) - cos( 43,3 0)P19
himag(59)=(sin( -ti3,1rc) - sin( 43,2 k))p
hreat (60)=(cos( -b31TO - cos( 4)3,2k))P20
himag (60)=(sin( -ti3,,rc) - sin( 43,3 Z))P2o
hreat (61)=(cos( -13.1rc) - cos( -13,2ie))p21
himag (61)=(sin( -b3,1 0 - sin(4;3,3 TC))P21
hreat (64)=(CC* 43,1k)Coq -43,3k))P32
himag(64)=(sin( -63,1k') + sin( 43,2 E))P22
It, eat (65)=(cos(tk) - cos(r),,,10)p,3 + (cos(kiTO - cos(69,2 /Z))p
himag (65)=(sin(C8,3/7) - sin(1c4Ic))p93(sin(Es,,,/7) - sin(179.2/7))p97
hreal (66)=p9(cos(68,1k) + cos(1, rc))P9, + (cos(E.,317) + cosCC,,,0)1)94 +
(cos(E9,11;) + cos(C9,2 k))p(cos(E9,3 + cos(69,4k))P99
himag(66)=(sin(g,,,rc) k.))p(sin(rcsrc)sin(l),,rc))p,,,,, +
(sin(19 rc)sin(l),,, k))p(sin(19,3rc)sin(r),,,rc))p99
hreal(69)=(cos( 43,,-0 + COS( -6." 0)P23
h9(69)=(sin( 43,1rc) + sin( 43,2 k))p23
hreal(73)=(COS(C3,1TOcos( 43,7 k))P24
himag (73)=(sin( -ti31k) - sin( 43,3re))p2,
hreat (74)=(cos( -63.1k) + cos( 43,2-0)7,23
himag (74)=(sin( -C31lc) + sin( 43,2 Ic))p23
hreai (76)=(cos(/),,,ic*) - cos(tic,-0)P93(- cos(r9,3k)cos(C,,,,'1;))1297
himag (76)=(sin(r),,,ic)sin(6c, re))p + (- sin(19,3rc) + sin(194le))p97
hreal (78)=P9 -4- (C08(b9,9g)C08(b9,4g))7292 + (C086.9,2+ cos(rea ro)p94+
(cos(693.+ cos(19,4 rc))p + (cos(ki k) + cos(r,,,,rc))7,99
himag (78)= rcpp(sin(6,,1lc) + Z))p 3
(sin(69,3 + sin(C9,4r:))p(sin(19,1g)sin(69,2k))p99
hr eat (79)=(cos( -63.1k) + COS( 43,2 EDp2,
himag (79)=(sin( -63.1ic) + sin( 43,2 rC))P26
hreca (80)=(cos( 43,1ic.) - cos( 43,31-0 )P27
himag (80)=(sin(43,1lo - sin( -63,2 TO)p
hreal(82)=(cos( -63,1k) + cos( 43,21:))/22a
himag (82)=(sin(-43,1k) + sin( 43,2 k))p
hreai (83)=(cos(-63,1rc) + cos( 4,2 r))p29
himag(83)=(sin( -C31lc) + sin( -63,2 rc))p102
hreat (84)=(cos( -b3,1k")+ cos(43,2 k))p,
himag (84)=(sin( - re) + sin( -b3,,ic))p,
1
hr eal (87)=(cos( -63,1k.) - cos( -b32rc)) p
h ma g(87)=(sin( 431 k) - sin( r e))p
hr al (91)=p10 +(cos(C,,,re) + cos(178,2lc) + cos(b3lc) + cos(i;4lc ))F19, +
(cos(E,,re) + cos(k2 0 + cos(g.9,3+cos(r.,,, 0)pic,
him g (91) (sin(C,,rc)sin(t),,,k.) + sin(r)e,,i;) + sin(r)s,.To)p95 +
(sin(kire) + sin(ti, - /7) + sin(139,,/7) + sin(r),,,re))p,
hreca (92)=(cos( 44,1 k)cos(44, 11))Pss
himag (92 ) (sin( 4'4,1/1) + sin( 44,, ie))p32
hr eat (94)=(cos(-b,,1 - cos(-C 4 ,gk))P33
(sin( 44,1re) - sin( 44,3 Epp33 himag (94)
hr eat (95)=(cos(4k) + 0313(44,2k))7334
himag (95) (sin( /7) + sin( -1).4,,k))p, 1
hr ea! (96)=(cos( 44,1re) + cos( -C,,re))p,,
hi mag (96) (sin( k") + sin( re))193, 1
hreat (97)=(cos( 44,1IC) + cos( -6.4,2k))/3,6
him" (97) (sin( -174,/7) + sin( ic.))193,
hreca (99)=(cos( 44.1ro - cos(44,2 ro)ps,
hi,nag(99) (sin( 44,1/7) - sin( --c, k))P37
hrea/ (101)=(cos( - C51rc)cos( - r c) + cos( 45,3rC)C015(45,4k))13,3
himag (101) (sin( 45,1l";) + sin( -05,2re) + sin( 45,3k.) + sin( -C,, k))pss
hr eat (102)=(- cos( 45,1 -0+ cos(452 k)+ cos(-1.5,3r) - cos(-k, .
hg (102) sin(4,,1re) + sin( re) + sin( re) - sin( -b,,+re))p,,
haz (103)=(cos(-5,1g) - cos( k.) + cos( /7) - cos(45,4ic.))p55
,3
h ma g (103) (sin(4,,1ie.) - sin( re) + sin( -b',,,To - sin( -65,4ic))p5,
hreal (104)=(cos( - /7) + cos( k.)+ COS(45,3TC)C013(45,4rc))p
h im a g (104) (sin( -i7, + sin( 454 k) + sin( -b + sin( -b3,1k"))p
hreat (105)=pe+ (cos(176,1k") + cos(r),,,E) + cos(17,,,k") + cos(r),,, k))p +
(cos(re,,rc) + cos(C9,2rc) + cos(r)9,3 + cos(r)9,,rs))p
himag (105) (sin(ki k) + sin(tic3+ sin(ts.,re) + rc))p +
(sin(r>,re) + sin(g,re) + sin(179,re) + sin(r, lc))p
hr eat (107)=(cos(-Clc) + COS( 44,3 rC))P3a
himag (107) (sin(44,1.k) + sin( -b,,2 k))p
hr eat (112)=(cos(-1;4,1k) - cos(44,2 ro)ps.













(cos( -b4,1Tc)cos( -44,2 E))p
(sin(44,1TO + sin(44,2 Tc))p
(cos(-k,k)cos(45,2Tc) - cos(-k,rc)cos( -65,4 E))p
(sin(s.- 51 sin(452-17)- sin(45,3 k) + sin(45,4 k))P55 =
(cos( -b5 1lc) + cos( 17) + cos( 3k) + cos(-C5,4k))1954
(sin(45,1k..) + sin(-45,2rc)sin(45,3rs)sin(-45,4k))7034
(cos( -45,1k) + COS( 45,2rC)COS( 453 TO COE1( Tc))p
(sin(-k,k) + sin(45,3Tc) - sin( -b5,3- sin( 45,4 P)P56
COS( rC)C013(45k) + cos(-053re) - cos( -45,4re))p5,






















(cos(C83/7) - cos(r8,4E))p93(cos(kirc) - cos(69,2 k))p
(sin(ic,3k) - sin(1784 E))p(sin(C91 0 - sin(r, k))p
p9 + (cos(r),,k) + cos(r rc))p92(cos(k3 k) + cos(1; rc ))p94
(cos(k,TOcos(k2 Tc))p(cos(4,3k) + cos(179,4k))pg.
(sin(r),,k) + sin(re.,k))p92 + sin(r,, 0>p94 +
(sin(ticiTOsin(ti9,2 - E))p(sin(C93E)sin(T),,,Tc))p
(cos( -44,1Tc) - cos(-44,2rc))p,
=(sin( -44,1- sin( 44,2 0)N1
(CCH3(-64,1IC)COS( 44,3 TC))P43
=(sin(-44,1rc) + sin( -44,2 0)P42
= I4. C015,-.-...4,, cos( -44,20)/143
(sin( 44,1rc)sin( -44,2rc))P
(cos(44,1Tc)COS( -ti4,2E))p,
(sin( -b4,1Tc) - sin( '44,2 0044
(COS( 4.,k) - C01;(44.2 E))p
(sin( -44,1rc)sin( -44,2 rc))p
(cos(-44,1k) + COS( 44,2 Tc))p
(sin( -44,1ic.)sin( -44,2k.))P46
(- cos( -6s,1IC) + COS(45,2 TOcos( -b5,3TC)cos( -45,4k))755
(- sin( -65,1k) + sin(-45rc)- sin( -b5,3E)sin( -&5,4 E))p
(cos( 45,ile)cos(45,3k) - C08( 45,3 k) - cos( -s,4k)psa
(sin( 45,,k) + sin(-ts,,k) - sin( -45,3Tc) - sin( '4,4TC))P56
(cos( -49,1IC) + cos( -b5,2rC) + COS( 45,3IC) + cos( -45,4 E))p
(sin( -b5,1Tc)-F sin(-45,2Tc)sin(45,3k) + sin( -b'5,41;))pu
(cos(45,1 - cos( -b5,2 cos( -45,3k.)cos( -45,4 E))p
(sin( -b5,1rc) - sin( -b5,2k) + sin( -45,3re) - sin(-45,4 rc))p
103104
4.'(134)=(cos(r.,,,k) - cos( tic,k))p,a cos(C,,,,r:)cos(C9,4lc))p
himag (134)=(sin(Ca,1le) - sin(r)a,, k"))p + (- sin(C.,,-0+6.(b9,4 k.)),,,
hreal (136)=p9 + (cos(6.9,3ie.) + c048,4rc))P92fros(19,1rc)cos(6e,20)/394 +
(cos(r)9,3+ cos(r)9,4 re))p + (cos(kire) + cos(r)9,,re))p99
himag(136)=(sin(r),,s11) + sin(r)4.4 k))p + (sin(4,,re) + 2ro)p +
(sin(r)9,3rc) + sin(F),,,re))p + (sin(r).,,re) + sin(1792re))p99
hrea/ (137)=(cos( 441 re) + cos( 442 rc))p
himag(137)=(sin( 441 re) + sin( 44,, re))p,
hreal(139)=(cos( -b4,1rc)cos( 44,3 k))A116
himag (139)=(sin( 44,1rc) - sin( - ti,,,3re))p.
hreai(140)=(COS(441rC)cos(44,2-0)p49
himag(140)=(sin(-b40 + sin( 442 Z))3249
hreat(141)=(cos(-k,k) + cos(-k, i))pso
himag (141)=(sin( 441re) + sin( 4'42 Z))P
hreat (142)=(cos(-44,1it) + Coq-1;42-1;))pm
himag(142)=(sin( 441 k) + sin( 442 k))70,1
hreal(144)=(cos( -b4,1rc) - cos(-k,re))p8,
himag (144)=(sin( 44,1k) - sin( 44,2 rc))P82
hreca(146)=(- cos(4,1ic.) - cos(45,3k) - cos( -b5,3rc)- cos(-4,4
himag(146)=(- sin( 45,,re) - sin( - 4,2re) - sin( - ti5,311.)- sin( - 4,4k)))25,
hreat (147)=(- cos(-4,,it) + cos(-4,3is) + cos(-45,3ic) - cos(-k, rs))P5,
h irn,g (147)=(- sin( 45k) + sin( .45,2k) + sin( -43 k.) - sin( 45,4.0)225,
hreal (148)=(cos(-k,rs) - cos(-1;"rc)-1- cos( -b5,3 0 - cos( -b5,4ro)p,,,
himag(148)=(sin( 451 k) - sin(-b5rc) + sin( -0 - sin( 45,4k))p,s. 3
11,,,a (149)=(cos(-4k) + cos(45,2rc) + cos(-45.3rc) + cos( -6'5.4 0),
himag (149)=(sin( 45,1re) + sin( -6'5,2re) + sin( -r,8,3lc') + sin( -b3,4lc)) p
hreal (153)=p10 + (cos(re,,re) + cos(k,re) + cos(k,re) + cos(r),,,,ro)p95 +
(cos(c.,,lc) + cos(r)9,2ro + cos(4,3 k) + 038(4,4Z))pio,
himag(153) (sin(E.,g) + sin(t5.2re) + sin(r..,,k) + sin(ba,4re ))p95 +
(sin( 6'9,1re) + sin( r),,,k) + sin(4,3rc) + sin(19,4.k))Ploo
h r e ai (154) (cos(-E k) + COS( 47.2k) + cos( -b7,3+ cos(-E.,,,Tc)+ CC* rC)
cos( -17,6TC)cos( -6'7,7TC)C013(47,,rc))pe4
himag(154) (sin( - 4,1re) + sin( rc) + sin( -b7,3r,)+ sin( -b7,4k) + sin( - 4,5re) +
sin( 47,6rc) + sin( 47,7 -1:)+ sin( 47,5 ro)p.,
hr eca (155)=(cos(-. lc') - cos(-177,3rc)cos(-17,3rc) - cos(-r.7,4 -1:)+cos(-1.7,5 rc) -























(sin( -b71rc)sin( -b7 ,rc) + rc) - sin(-44 -
sin(-4,6rc) - sin(-47rc) + sin(-4,. To)p
(COS( ic)- cos(-C7,2 .10 - cos(-1c,3Ic) + cos(-44 1
cos(-4,6rc) - cos(-4,7 rc)+ cos(-4,8 r))p
(sin( -b7,1rc)sin(-4,2k)sin(-43 i;)+ sin(-44
sin(-46 sin(-4,7 E)+ sin(-48 k))p..
(cos(-41rc) +.4-4,, k) + cos(-4,3 r) +cos(-44
cos(-46 rc)- cos(-4,7 .r) - cos(-4,8k))p..
(sin( -b71rc) + sin(-4,,re) + sin(-4,3k) + -
sin(47rc) - sin( -b7,7rc) - sin(-r,7,8 0),,
r) + cos( -4,2 k) + .447,3 .0 +cm(-4,4
cos( -b76rc) + .3(47, rc) + cos(-4,60)7,71
(sin(-4,1ic)+ sin( 47,2+ sin(-4,3 -0+ sin(-4,4
sin( 476 TC)sin(-47k.)sin(-4,sk))1971
(cos(-41+ cos( 47,2rC)cos(-43ic)cost-E7,4
cos(-4617) + cos(-47+ cos(-4,6 .E))p
(sin( -b71rc) + sin(-4,2- sin(-14,3rc) - sin(-4,,
sin(-4,6ic) + sin(-6,,,k) + sin(-4,5k))1277
(cos(-4,11;)-cos( -C.,,,k)cos(-4,3 i;)+ cos(-44
cos(-4,6 + cos( -b7,7rc)- cos(47,6 0)p.4
(sin(-4,Tosin(-42rc) - sin( -b'73rc) + sin(-44
sin( -b76 -0+ 0 - sin(-4,8 rc))P4 7
(cos(-4,1rc)cos(-4,2 rc)+ cos( -4,3rc)
cos(-E.,,,k) + cos(-4,7 k) - coq-c,,, i))p
(sin(-6,,,k) - sin(-4,2 r)+ sin(-C7,3 sin(47,4
sin(-4,6rc)sin(47,7rc) - sin(-4,3 10)Pa4
(cos(r)45k) + cos(b,,,k))P32
(sin(b4,5k.)sin(C46 0)1232
= i;cos(b4,6 1 v cosx...4,5...,cosx.4,6 41
Shl(C45k) + sin(ti"ic.))7)41















ro - sin(-4,3rc) -
le) + cos(-4,5 k)
+ sin(-C7,5-0
0 - cos(-4,5 r) +
rc)- sin(-177,5i;)+
105106
hreai (170)=(- cos(C3,5rc) - cos(r),,,k.))292,
him° g (170) (- sinCe 35-14 - sin(r),,,rc))p
hreal (171)=pi
h ima g (171)=0
hr eat (172) ( - cos(,ie.) +cm( -cm( -4,3ic) + co.( - cos(-6;,,is) +
cos(-46 0 + cos(-4,7 0 -cos(-4,. .0)7,68
himag(172) (- sin( -b7k) + sin(-42 0 - sin(-r,, s-k) + sin(-4,4k.) - sin(-4,5+
sin( -KT,.+ sin( -4,7 0 - sin( -6'7knp
hrea,(173) (cos(-4.1k") + cos(-6.,,,k) + cos(-4, i;)+cos(-4,4k) + cos(-4,5rc) +
cos(47,6i.,)+cos( -4,7;,)+cos(-4,..0)p..
himag (173) (sin(-4,1 0 + sin( -4,3rc) + sin(-4,3 0 + sin( -4,4 0 + sin(475k.)
sin( - -4,6k.) + sin( -b7,7 0 + sin(-4,8 0)1,65
hreai (174)=(cos( TO + cos( -42 rc) - cos( -4,,rc) - cos(-44k) - cos( h.) - 1
cos( k.) + cos( -47 rc) + cos(-67,8k))7267 6
himag (174) (sin( -4ic') + sin( -42 rc) - sin(-4,, 0 - sin(-4,4E) - sin(-4,5rc) -
sin( -KT 6r) + sin( -4,7ic.) + sin(-4,10)p,,,
hrea,(175)=(cos(47,1k) - cos(-4,3k") + cos(- .4,3E) - cos(-4,4 0 -cos(-4,5 k) +
cos(-17,,617) + cos(-4,7-)-ccis(-E.,,, 0)p89
himag (175) (sin( -44 k) - sin( -42 rc) + sin( -4,,ic.) - sin( - sin(47,5k) +
sin( 476+ sin( -67.7E) - sin(-48rc))p.,
hreai (176)=(cos( -4,1k) - cos( 47,2rc) + - cos(-44k)+cos(-6,,,,_
cos( -r,,,6rc)cos(4,7,,./z)+cos(-17,,,re))P72
/time,' (176) (sin( -67,1Jo - sin( -42 ic) + sin( -b7ic.) - sin( ic) + sin( k) -
sin(4,6rc) - sin( -b7.7 .0+ sin( -67.6.0)P72
hr eat (177) (- cos( -14,1+ cos(-14,217) - cos(--43 k) + cos(47,4 .17) - cos( -4.5ic.) +
cos(-46 k) + COS(-4g)cos( -67,s P)p75
himag (177) (- sin( -4, rc)+ sin( -4,3 k) - sin(-43I;) + sin( - -6.7,4k) - sin(-47,5rc) +
sin(-1;76/7) + sin(-147 k) - sin(-46 0)p
h r eat (178)= (.4-44- cos(-4, k) - cos(-4,3 k) + cos( r,) - cos( -Ki,5k) +
cos(-4,6 k) -.4-4,, 0 + cos(-r,,,, P)p
himag (178) (sin( -b7,1rc) - sin(-4,2 k) - sin( 473 ;0 + sin( -4,4/C.) - sin( -45+
sin(-Ki.,rc) - sin(-47 k) + sin(r))p
hr eat (179) (cos(-- -41re) + cos( -4,2re) - cos( 47,3re)cos(-44 k) + cos(--4,5rc) +
cos(-4,6k.) -cos( - 4,7 io - cos(-r,,,,k)),
himag (179) (sin( + sin( -b,,2k.) - sin( -43 0 - sin( -b7,4rc) + sin( -ks g) + 1
























(cos(-k1k) + cos( -C7,2k) + cos( 47,, k) + cos( -14,4k) - cos(-b7rc) -
cos(47,6- cos(-4,7 ro -cos(-4,,rc))19,2
(sin( 47,ik) + sin( 47,2 k) + sin( -b7,3k) + 6'1(47, -0- sin( -(4,5ro -
sin( -b7 - sin( -b77 k) - sin(-4,8k))7,82 6
(cos(c.,k) + cos(E46rc))pu
(sin(64,5is) + sin(1;,,6k))19
(cos(63,,k) - cos(63,6 rc))p
(sin(63,5rc)sin(C3,6rg))P12
(cos(g3,5rc) + cos(63,6 ic))p
(sin(C3,5/c) + sin(173,6I;))p
(- cos(timk) + cos(r,,,,k))p27
(- sin(63,5k) + sin(63,6rc))p
P2
0
(- cos(-67,1lc) + .44'7,2i;) + cos( -&7,3k) - cos(47,4 i;)+ cos( -&7,5-
cos( 47,, E) + cos(-6'7,7k) - cos(-r,7,8 ro)p
(- sin( 4,,rc) + sin( lc) + sin( -k3 k) - sin( -b7,,rc) + sin(-4,5rc) -
sin( -67,6+ sin( 47,,- rcflp
(cos( 47,,k) + cos( -4,2- cos(-4,3 cos( 47,5 k) -
cos( 476+ cos( 47,7/c) + cos(-4,8 rc))p
(sin( -b7p+sin(-4,2 .k)- sin( -b7,3k) - sin( -4,4 k) - sin( 47,, k) 1
sin( 476 k) + sin( 477 k) + sin( 47,8 k))p
(cos( -b7,1/c) + cos( - -4,2k) + cos(-&7,3T) + cos( 47,,rc) + cos(-67,5k) +
cos(-67,6 %C.)cos( -b7,7k) + cos(-4,6 .io)pes
(sin( -171re) + sin( -b7,2




sin( 47,6k") + sin(
(cos( 47,,rc)




Coq-. -4,6k) - cos( 47,,




rc) - cos( 4.7,8
IC) - sin( -b7,3
17)-






To - sin( -b7,3
rc) + sin(-C7,417) + sin( -&7,5k*) +
k))1)65
/Z) + cos( -b7,,E)Coq -ti7,5ro
10)7369
TO + sin( -1;,,rc) + sin( -C7,5
k))1389
k)cos(-4,4k) - cos(-67,5k) +
10 )P72
1;)sin(-4,4- sin(-4,8 k) +
re))P72
E) + cos(-b7,4- cos( -b7,5k) +
rc))P75
























sin( _4,6ic.) - sin( -47
(cos( -4,rc) - cos( -14,
cos( -46 k*) - cos( -4,7
(sin( -r,,, 0 - sin( -r,,,
sin( -4,6rc) - sin( - -
=(cos( -b7rc) + cos( -4,2
cos( g) - cos(-47 6
(sin( 471k") + sin( 47,2
sin( - 46 k) - sin( 47,T
(Coq + cos( -b7,2
Cos( -46 g)COB( -4,7
=(sin( 47,,i) + sin( -42
sin( ic)- sin( 47,7 6
rc) + sin( -Kr,sre))P75
ic) + cos( -4,, rc)- cos(-4,4g) + cos(-4,5rc)
0 + c o s ( - ")))278
g) + sin(-g,g)sin(-44 g)+ sin( -b7,5k) -
k) + sin( -14,8iz))7,7.
/7) + cos(-4,3g) + g) - cos( 5To -
cos(-E7,8rc))P82






cos,.. 4,5, s4,6k.))P33 = r) 4- co (
(- sin( ti,,5TO + sin(r)46rc))pss
,cos.45+ - 42 = 14.A+ (17Znv
(sin(174,5rc) + 10)/942 6
(cos(C4,5k)cos(r,4,6rc))P4a





(- Coq- r;,,,g)Coq-4,2 g)Ws( -12;,3g)Coq -4,417) + cos( -&7,5i-c.) +
cos( - ti,,,6k) + cos(-4,717) + cos(-4,8 g))p
(- sin( -b7,1k.) - sin( -b7,,TO - sin(473-0 - sin( -s.,,,rc) + sin( -E,,,rc) +
sin( -r.7617) + sin( g) + sin( -48 rc))p
(cos( _r, +cos( -b'7,3 - cos( -b7,4- cos(-4,5+
cos( - 4,6+ cos( -4,, 17)- coq-r,,,, knp
(sin( - rc) - sin( -42 rc) + sin( 47,3- sin( -4,4g) - sin( 47,5rc) + 1
sin( -4,6 g) + sin( -4,7 g) - sin( -br,e rc))p
(cos( - cos(-4,2rc) - cos( -r.,,,,,rc) + cos(-4,4 g)+cos(-4,5 g) -
cos(476 io+ cos(-4,7 Jo - cos(-4,8 ro)p
=(sin( k) - sin( rc) - sin( -4,3rc) + sin( -4,4 k) + sin( -4,6rc) - 1
sin( k) + sin(-b7g)- sin( r;))pe, 7
=(cos( -47,1rc) + cos( -14,2rc) + cos( -4,3/7) + cos(-4,4 g)+ cos( -4,5 k)


























(sin( -4,ik*) + sin( -b7,2tc) + sin( -4,3rc) + sin( -r,7,4
sin(-46 k) + sin(477 k) + sin(-4,.ic))P7o
(cos( k) + cos( -47,2k) + cos( -17,3re) + cos( -17,,1 1
cos( 47,, - cos( -b7,7k.) - cos(-E,,, 0),,3
(sin( -44 + sin( -17,2rc) + sin( -&7ic.) + sin( -17,,1
sin(-4,6ie.) - sin( -4,7- sin(-4,8k)))273
=(cos( -4,iic.) + cos( -17,2ic')- cos( -&7,3k.) - cog-4,4
cos(-46 0 - cos(-4,7 0 - cos(-4,8 0)p78
=(sin( . g)+ sin(47,2 sin( -7,src)sin( -1
7,1
sin( -b7,6 g)- sin( -47 g) - sin( -b7,5g))p,.
(cos(,,-4,1 0 -cos( -&7,3le) - cos(-4,31;)cos(-4,4 =
cos( -17,6ie) - cos( 47,7 .0+ cos(-4,. g))p.6
(sin( 4,7,1 0 - sin( -b7,2g) - sin( -17g)+ sin( 47,4
sin( -6'7,6k) - sin( -kr ie) + sin( -17,8ic))pe6
=(cos( 474 .0cos(-4,2 0 +cos(-4,3 cos(-4,4
cos(-4,6 0 - cos(-4,7 g) + cog-4,5 0)p.6
=(sin( 47,- sin(-42g)+ sin( -C73rc)sin( -1;7,4
sin( -6.7,6/7) - sin( 47,7rC) + sin( te))ps6
=(- cos(14,5rc)cos(C4,6ic))P34
=(- sin(14,5k.)sin(14,6r))7234
=(cos(r),aiv') - cosq4,6 knP43
(sin(E45ie) - sin(r4,6/-;))P43
=(cos(ka Z) + cos(ka 0)P9
(sin(14,5rc) + sin(b4,6-/;))P49
(- cos(r),,,E) - cos(63,6 k))p
(- sin(l9.3.5k) - sin(C3,6k))pis
(- cos(b,,,k) + cos(b3,617))p19
(- sin(13,5+ sin(13,6ic.))pia







k.) + cos( -17,5k) +
k.) + sin( -b7,5 .0+
k) - cos(-4,5 k) +
sin( -17,5 0 +
.0 +cog-4,5re) -
+ sin( -6'7,5 g)-
=(cos( 47,1/7) + cos( -4,, + cos( -17,3ic) + cos( -17,,1 + cos( -b7,5k.)
COS(-4,6rC) + cog-4,7 g)+ cog-4,8 to)p
himag (232) (sin( 47,1 0 + sin( -17,2+ sin( -4,3 k) + sin( 1-;) + sin( -17,5re) +
sin( -4,6 0 + sin( 47 7+ sin(-4,8.i))p
hr.! (233) (- cos( -b7,1+ cos(-4,3 0 -cos(-4,3+ cos( -&7,4 0 - cos(-4,5ic) +110
cost-4,6 cos(-4,7/7) - cos( -4,8 k.))p
h 'nag (233)=(- sin( rc) + sin( -42 .0- sin( -4,3 g) + sin( -4,4- sin( r) + 1
+ sin( 47.7- sin( -b7,ek))1272
h real (234)=(- lc) + cost-4,2+ To - cos( -Kr,.ic) + cos( -4,5 0 -
cos( -4,, g) + cos( -47 g) - cos( -4,, /7))p72
himag (234)=(- sin( -4, 0 + sin( -4,2 g) + sin( -r,,,3 To - sin( g)sin( rc) -
sin(476 k) + sin( - rc))p
hreai (235)=(- cos( -E.,IC) - cos( -Krlc) - cos(-C.,lc.) - cos( -4,4 k) + cos(-14,5 ic)+
cos( -4,6 .g)+ cos( -4,7 g)+ cost-4,, 0)p73
himag (235) (- sin( 0 - sin( -4,2 0 - sin( 0 - sin( -47,4rc) + sin( -45 re) + 1
sin( -46 17) + sin( -C7,1k.) + sin( -CTk))p,.
hrea,(236) (cos(4,,1 .g)+ cos(-1,-,,2+ cos(47,3.+ cost-4,,+ cost-4,5+
cost-4,6 0 +cost-4, 0 + cos( -4,8 17))p
himag (236) (sin( -41 k) + sin( -b,,2 .g) + sin( rc ) + sin( -4,4 ro+ sin(4,,5 k) +
sin( -4,6 -0+ sin(-47 rc)+ sin(-K,,, k))p,
h real (238)=(cos( 47,1-lc) + cos( -4,3 TO - cos( -4,2 g) - cost-4,, ro - cost-r, ro _
cos(47,6 g)+ cos(47, g) + cos( -b,,,Z))pag
himag (238) (sin( - 0 + sin( -4,2re) - sin( -7,3k6) - sin( -b,4 TO - sin( -4,5 g) -
sin( 47,6 g)+ sin( g) + sin( -6,,e rc))p
hreal (239)=(cos( -10.7,1rs) - cos( 47,2 k) - cos(-4,3re) + cofe(47,4re) + cos(-E,,rc) -
cos(-b,,6I;) + cos(-147 r) - cos(-6,,, ro)p
himag (239) (sin( - rc) - sin( -14,2rc) - sin( rc) + sin( -4,417) + sin( -4,5 0 - 1
sin( - (4,6rc) + sin( 477 re) - sin( -Kr,. rc))p
hreai (240)=(cos( -b,,1ic)- cost-4,2+ cost-4,3 -0- cost-4,, 0 - cost-4,,+
cost-4,6 0 + cos( -4,7 z)- cos(47,617))Per
himag (240) (sin( k) - sin( -kr,2rc) + sin( -6,,3ic.) - sin( -4,4i;)sin( -4,5rc) + 1
sin( -47,6E) + sin( -477 0 - sin( -C74, rc))p
hreai (241) (cos(r),,,ic)cos(k, g))ps,
himag(241) (sin(64,5rc)sin(64,6 k))P ss
h real (243)=(- cos(ksic)cosq.6 knp.,
h mag (243) (- sin(r)4,5k) + sin(ti,,,ic))p44
h real (244) (- - cos(g4,6Z))p50
himag (244) (- sin(17,5k) - sin(E4,6rc))psa
hreat (245)=(cos(g3,5"i) + cos(C3,6 Tc))p
himag (245) (sin(i);,,is.)sin(r3,6 i))p
hreal (246)=(cos(C,,,rs) - cos(C,,,rc))P20
himag (246) (sin(C,,,k.) - sin(173,,I:))p111
hreai (248)=(- COS(r),,rc) - cos(rm g))p
hima,(248)=(- sin(635/7) - sin(C36 rc))p
hreal (253)=P4
himag (253)=0
hreai (255) (COS(C71k) ". COS( '47,2k) + COS( 4.7,3IC)COS(47,4IC.) + CM( 47,,rC) -
cos(-4, ic)- cos(477 h*)+ cos(-4,8/7))p75
114,29(255) sin(-42.p+ sin(47,3.k)_ sin( k.)+ sin( -45 ro -
sin( -b7/7) - sin( -&7,7ic) + sin( -48 Tc))p 6
hreai (256) (- cos( -4,1it')cos(-42 i;)+cos(47,3E)-cos(-&,,.;,)+cos(47,5.k.)-
cos(47,6.k)+cos(4677p- cos(-r,,,,rc))p75
h ima g (256) (- sin(-C7,1+ sin(-b'7-,;)+ sin( -43 Tc) - sin( 474 k) + sin( -67.5i7) - 2
sin(-46rc) + sin(-k,k.) - sin( 474,Tc))p.,,
hreai (259) (cos( -E7,1Tc) + cos( -61,2rc) + cos( 47,3+ cos(-44 i) + cos(475 rc)+
cos( -6'7,6/7) + cos( -67,7g) + cos(-k. k))7,76
himag (259) (sin( 471Ic) + sin( 47,2 g) + sin( 47,3rc) + sin( -4,4 k) + sin(
sin( -67,6rc) + sin( -4,7 rc)+ sin( -67,8 rc))p
hreai (261) (- cos(-K,,ic.) + cos( -42 ") + C09(47,3re) . cos( -6'7.4rC)cos(-4,5 rc)+
cos(47,6 /7)- cos(-4., E)+cofq-k, i7))pes
himag(261) (- sin( -67rc) + sin( -4,2 E) + sin(-4,3 /7)- sin( -474TO - sin(47,5rc) + 1
sin(-4,6 k) - sin( -67,7/7) + sin( -67,8 le))p
hreai (262) (cos( 471rc) - cos(-4,3 k) + cos( -67/7)- cos(-67re) - cos(-4,517) + 3
cos(-4,6 k) + cos(-47 /7)- cos(-6.78 .ro)p
him" (262) (sin( 471 TO - sin( -42+ sin( -43 g) - sin( -6'7/7) - sin( -67.5rc) +
sin( -4,6 k) + sin( 477 rc) - sin( 478 rc))p..
hreai (263)=(cos(C4,5/c')cos(1748 rc))p
himag (263) (sin(C,,ic)sin(C,,,ic.))2238
!treat (265) (- cos(C4,.,k) + cos(C,. k))p
himag (265) (- sin(ks + sin(C4,6/7))p45
hreai (266)=(- cos(r)4,5- cos(r4,6ro)p,i
himag (260 (- sin(6.4,5k) - sin( &4,6Tc))p
hreal (267)=(cos(63,5rc)cos(C,,,k))pla
him" (267)=(sin(63,5k) + sin63,6 icDp
hreai (268)=(cos(ts,lc) - cos63,6 N1'21
himag (268) (sin(C3,5k) - sin(173,6 rc))p
hreai (270)=(- cos(65,5lc) - cos(65,5k))pso
h ima 9 (270) (- sin(r)55rc) - sin(63,510)pso






















(cos(-ti,,k) + cos(-42 k) - cos(-43 k) - cos(-4,4- cos(-4,5.r) -
cos(-6.76.+ cos( -k) + cos(-4,, ie.))p
(sin( -k) + sin(-42TC)sin(-43- sin(-44ie.) - sin(-45/7) - 1
sin(-4,6re) + sin(-4,7k) + sin(-4,.re))p,,
(- cos(_E7,k.) + cos(-4,2k.) + cos(-4,3 To - cos(-4,4 k.)+ cos(-4,5k.) -
cos(_&.7,6k.) + cos(-1,,re) - cos(-4,,re))p,.
(- sin( re) + sin( -4,2re) + sin(-4,3re) - sin( -4,4ic.) + sin( -45 rc) - 1
sin(-4,e) + - sin(-ks iZ))p
(- cos(-4i k) + cos(-4,2 cos(-4,3 k.)+ cos(-6.74.- cos(-6-,,5k.)+
cos(-4,6 To + cos(-k, k.) - cos(-4,. .ro)p
(- sin(-b, 1re') + sin(-43 k) - sin(-43 k) + sin(-6,,k) - sin(-45 k) +
sin(-4,6 p+ sin(-4,7 17)- sin(-4,8 k))p,
(-cos(-c.,,, ro_ cos(-4,3 k) + cos(-t,, re)+ cos(-44 k) - cos(-C75 k) -
cos(-6,,6le) + cos(-ti,,+ cos(-4. io)p
(- sin(-61,,re) - sin(-42 k)+ sin(-43re) + sin(-44k) - sin(-45 ;0 -
sin(-i776+ sin(-b, ,1.re)+ sin(-4,,re))p79
(cos(-6,,,k) + - cos(-4,3k) - cos(-4,4 re)-cm(-E7.5re) - 2
cos(-46 k) + cos(-4,,re) + cos(-4,, E))pa,
(sin(-4,1k) + sin(-r,,,To - sin(-4,3re) - sin(-4,4 fc)- sin( -45 k) -
.rc)+ sin(-4,7rc) + sin( -&7,arc))peo
re) + cos(-42re) + cos(-r,,3k) + cos(-4,4k) + cos(-4,5rc) +
cos(-4,6 k) + k.)+cos(-1...,,, k))p
(sin( re) + sin(-ti,k) + sin(-4,3 1
sin( _,:)+ sin( 477 k) + sin( -b,6 6
(cos(-41re) - cos(-4,2k) + cos(-1;,,3
cos(-E.,,,k) + cos(-47 k) - cos(47,,
(sin(-6,,,g) - sin(-4,3re) + sin(-43
sin(-4,6rc) + sin(-4,, k) - sin(-r,,,
(c..(471 rc)_ cos(-42rc) - cos(-4,
cos(-46re) + cos(-47re) - cos(4.,
(sin(471Ic) - sin(-4,2re) - sin(-43
sin(_r,k.) + sin(-4,7re) -
(-cos(c4,5 i;)+cosq,,, p)p
(-8in(C45 k) + sin(64,6rc))P39
(cos(r3,5 cos(C3,6rc))P2.
(sin(k,rc)sin(63,617))P24
r c ) + sin(-4,4 ro+ sin(-45 i;)+
re) - cos(-r,,,,,rc) - cos(-b-7,5rc) +
.rnpes
k.) - sin(-4,417) - sin(-4,5re) +
Epp..
re) + coq-c,,,,re) + cos(-4,5k) -
k))p..





hreei (301)=(cos(-4,1- cos(-4,2r) - c.(4.,,3g) + cm(-40, g)+.3(47,5 g) -
.4-476 -0 +.8(47,7 0 - cos(-r,,,, 0),84
himag (301)=(sin(471 0 sin(-4,2-0 - k) -f- sin(-44 k) + sin(475-
sin(-6.76IC)sin(-47 0 sin(-48 0)11se
hreai (302)=(- cos( _4,1 To - cos(-4,2/C)-1- cos(473re) -1- - cos( -b7,5rc)-
cos( -b'7,6rc)cos(-47 1;)+ cos(-4,8
himeg(302)=(- sin(47,1- sin(-17,2lc.) + sin(-4,3 ic)+ sin -4,4 0sin(47,5ic.) -
sin( -4,6 0+ sin(-4,7 g) + sin( -6T,60),,se
hrea,(303)=(- cos(4.,,1 0 - cos(-6.,,, 0 - cos(-4,3 TO - cos(-44 k.)+ cos( -67,511)+
cos( -67,6 i;)+ cos(-4,7 g)+cos(47,8 -r))P.2
h ;ma g (303)=(- sin( -b7 iFs) - sin(-4,2rosin(-6,,3 0 - sin(-6,,,g')+ sin(-4,5re) +
sin(-46rc)sin(-47+ sin(-4,6 T))p
hreai(304)=(- cos(-4,1 0 + cos( -67,2re) + cos(47,9 ro - cos(-4,4 g)+cos(475 g) -
cos(47,6 g) + cos(-4,7 g) - c.(-4,, g))p.6
himag(304)=(- sin(4.7,,k) -1- sin(-4,2k) F sin( -67,3rc)- sin( -b'7,4rc)sin(-4,5ro -
sin(-4,6g) + sin(477 k) - sin( -17,6 1:))p
hr eel (305)=(cos( -17.1rc) - cos( 47,2.k) - cos(-4,3 g) + cos( -17,4rc) + cos( -17,5k)
.g)+ cos( 47,7.g)-cos(-4,8 rc))p
himag (305)=(sin(-41rc) - sin(-4,2 g) - sin(-17,3ro + sin(-44 g)+ sin(-4,5g)
+ sin(-4,7rc) - sin(-47,, To)p
hreal (306)=(- cos( 47,1ic) + cos( 4.7,2+ cos( _4,3 0 - cos(-44 To -.4-45 k) +
.4-4,6 k) - cos(-47+ cos(-48 rs))p
himag (306)=(- rc)-F sin(-177,2-0sin(-4,3-0 - sin(-r,,,To - sin(-4,5+ 1
sin(-6,,6- sin( -b77 /0+ sin(-b.,,, 0)p
hreat(307)=(cos(-1 - cos(-4,2 g) +.447,30 - cos(-4,4k) .ro +
cos(-& + cos(-4,7-0 - cos(-4.6 0)ps,
/4,29(307)=(sin(-E7,1rc)- sin( -b7,2+ sin(-4,3 0 - sin(-4,4- sin(-4,5+
sin(-4,6 0 + sin(-1,,ic.) - sin(-4, ro)p
hrea,(308)=(cos(47g)+cos(-4,2 ro +cos(47,3 ro +cos(-4,4rc) + cos( -&7,5ro +
cos(-4,6 k) + cos(-4,7 .g)+cos(4,,, ic.))p
hir.g (308)=(sin(-c,,,r) + sin(-r,,,,k) + sin(-4,3 0 + sin(-44 -0+ sin(-45 rc)+
sin(-4,6 To + sin(-4.7+ sin(-4, roh,
hrea,(309)=(cos(--41 0+ cos(-4,2 .g)-cos(-C,,s g) - cos(-b7,4- cos(-45 .g)-
cos(-4,6 g) + cos(-4,7 g) + cos( -17,6 g))p









sin(-4, TO + sin(-47 g) + sin(-48 ro)p..
(cos(174,5IZ) - cos(Ei'))p
(sin(6'lc) - sin(1746Tc))ps,
(- cos(&,,,i) - cos(C46rc))Pcs
(- sin(r)45Tc) - sin(r."rc))P46
(- cos(r)4,5rc)cosq4,6 o)p.2
(- sin(6'Ic) + sin(t.,,Tc))p53
(- cos(k, TO - cos(r)3 ,Tc))p,5
(- sin(k,lc) - 10)P38
h,/ (325)=PT
it 'ma g (325)=0
hr cal (326)=(cos(-4ic.) - COB( 472 rC)0313(-14,3 0 - cos(-4,4r,) - cos(-4,5ro +
cos(476 k) + cos(47.11Z) - cos(47i7))p.,
himag (326)=(sin(-41ic) - sin( -b7 + sin(-4,3k) - sin(-44lc) - sin(-4,5 k) + 3
sin(-4,,") + sin(-4,7 TO - sin(-4,.k)))9,4
/treat (327)=(- cos(- C7,,rc) - C08( -4,2rC)C013(-r),,, 0 - cos(47,4 ro + cos(-4,5rc) +
COS( 47,6/I) + cos(-14,7lc') + cos(-4,81;))7,82
himag (327)=(- sin(-4,11c) - sin(-4,2/7) - sin( 47,3 TOsin(-4,4E) + sin(-4,5TO +
sin(-46k.) + sin(-47ic*) + sin(-6,,k))12.2
hr e at (328)=(- cos(-41ic.) - cos( 47,, 0 + cos(-4,3 ro + cos(-4,4 r) - cos( -b7,5k.) -
COS(47,6rC)C08(47.7k.)C013(41,,,rC))Pe,
himag (328)=(- sin(-4iTc) - sin(-4,2k) + sin(-4,3 k) + sin(-44Tc) - sin(-b75-
sin(-Ec,,rc) + sin( -4,,Tc)sin(-48 Tc))p
hreat (329) 7-7(- cos( 4,, To + cos(47,2 0 - cos(47,3.k.)+ C013( 47,4 0- cos( -&7,6+
cos(-4,6+cos(4-7,7rc) - .3(47,8.0),
himag (329)=(- sin( -67,1Tc) + sin( -b7,2k) - sin(-4,3Tc)sin(-47,4 0 - sin(-67,5 -0+
sin(-46/7) + sin(-4,7 Z) - sin(-46 ic.))p
hreoi (330)=(cos( 4.71rc) - .4_42 rc) + cos(47,3 r) - cos(47,4rc) - cos( -b7,5+
cos(476 r) + cos(-4,7 .r,)- cos(-4. 0),
himag (330)=(sin(-6,,k) - sin(-4,2+ sin( -67 - sin(-4,4lc) - sin( -67,3k.)+ 3
sin( --46k.)sin(-4,7 r) - sin(-E., 0)p
h real (331)=(cos(-6lc) - COS( 47,2'IC) + cos(-67,3 g)- cos(-4,4g) - cos(-4,5 k) +
cos(-46.E) + cos(-4,7 k) - cos(-4. rc))p
himag (331)=(sin(-177,1.- sin(-4,2+ sin(-4,3 iosin(-4,4 io - sin(-4,5/7) +
sin(476/7) + sin(-47Tc) - sin(-4,. Tc))p
h r ea: (332)=(cos(-4,1k) - cos( 47,2 r) - ro + cos(-4,4i) +cos(-4,5 r) -
cos( -b7.6 g)+ cos(-C,,,,,k) - cos(-4,8 ro)phirnag (332)
hreca(333)
=(sin( -b7 - sin( -C7,3rc) - sin( 47,, 17)+ sin( -44 1
sin( - g) + sin( 47,,rc) - sin( rc))1269 6
=(cos(- lc) + Cos(-43 cos(-4,3 k.)- cos(-4,4































(sin( - r),,,ic) + sin( -E,,,k)sin( 47,3rc)sin( 47,4
sin( 476 Tc) + sin( 477 rc)611(47,8 0)P90
(cos(-b7,1k) + cos(-4,2 k) + cos(-4,3rg) + cos( -b7,
cos( ic) + cos( -4,7+ cos(-b7rc))p
(sin( 47,1+ sin( 47,2 k) + sin( -43 r) + sin(
sin( -46 rc)+ sin( 47,7rC) + sin( -ET. r))p63
(- cos(C4,5rc)- C044,6 17))P40
(- sin(1745k) - sin(r46rc))P4o
(- cos(C,,,rc)cos(C3.6 k))p







(cos( 44,7k.) + cos( 44,8 0)p33
(sin( 447 k) + sin( 44,e re))p32
(_cos(-c4,7rc)+ cos( 44,110)1)33
(- sin( rc) + sin( -44,ek))7233 7
(- cos( - cos( 44,8.))1'34
sin( 44.7rc) - sin( -b4,6k))p34
(cos( -b4,7ic') + cos( 44,8 rob,.
(sin( -b4,7rc) + sin(6.4,81;))/335
(- cos( -b4,7rC)cos( -C4,6TC))P36
(- sin( rc)sin( 44,8k.))P36
(cos(-&4,7Ty) - cos( -64,617))ps,
(sin( 44,7 k) - sin( -C46 0)P3?
(COS( 461 k) + COS(-C6,2 10)p
(sin( -b6 1k.) + sin( -&6,3rc))Peo
(cos( 46,,rc)- cos( 46,2 P)P62
(sin( -b6rs) - sin( -&6,3rC))P62 1
(COS( 41" -0 + cos(-&10,6k) + cos( -b10.r,)+ cos( rc))19101
/ ; ) -I- sin( 47,5ic) -
k.) - cos( - 4,5-
re) - sin( -6.75TO
4rC)C013( 475 ij)








(Cos( -C,,rC)0)14-611,2E) + cos( -611,317) + cos( - 'en.,rc))Pioa
(sin( -610-0 + sin( -r,,, ro + sin( 4,0,71;) + sin( -610.8...))piai 5
(sin(C111rc)sin( -1;112+ sin( rc) + sin( -c,4.
(- cos( -610,k) + cos( -610,6k.)
( - cos( -En,rc) + cos( - g112/C.)
(- sin( 4,05 0 + sin( - g10,6k.)
Coq-410,7+ Coq-410A1:))72103
+ COS( -E11,3rC - COS( -1;11,41;))P110
sin( k.) + sin( 410,4 k))P1o3
(- sin( -C11,1+ sin(1;11,2 + sin( -611,3(;)sin( -611,4k))Plio
(- cos( - C10,5re) + cos(6'10,6+ cos( -610,,ic.) - cos( -610,610)13103
(Cos( - g11,1 Cos( -1711,2k)COB( -C11,3-0 - cos(-C11,4k.))P110
(- sin( -6 rc) + sin( -b're) + sin( -Cm, k) - sin( -6'rcpp,
(sin( -611.1r,)- sin( - g112iC.) + sin( 411,3k.)611(411,4rO)Plio
(- cos( -r0,5rc) - cos( -time- cos(41,,,rc) - cos( 410,817))p105
(cos( - 1;11.,rc) + cos( - C11,2TC)Coq - C11,3lc) + cos( -611,4k))P112
himag (368)=(- sin( 4,05rc) - sin( 410,6 sin( -410,TTOsin( -610,8ic))P1o4
(sin( -0+ sin( -1;11,2+ sin( 411,3-0 + sin( 411,4 kDP112
hreal (369)=(cos( 433 -0+ cos( -6'3,4rc))p
himag (369)=(sin( -63,3IC) + sin( -1;34k))Pil
11,1(371)= cos( -63,3Tc)cos(-66.3,4rc))PI2
himag (371)=(- sin( 43,3TC) + sin( -63,4k))pi.
hreca (372)=(C06(-63,317) + cos(-63,4k))P13
himag(372)=(sin( 43,, -0+ sin( -C3,4k))p13
hreaz (373)=(cos( -1733i;) + Cos( 43,4 ro)pi,
himag(373)=(sin( -17,3rc) + sin( "43,4ro)pi,
hrea,(374)=(- cos( -43,3k) - cos( 43,4 rc))p
himag(374) (- sin( 4,3- sin( -63,4
4,2/ (376)=(- cos( -C33 -0+ cos(434 .ro)p1.
himag (376)=(- sin( -C33tC)sin(-6'3,4rc))pie
hreaz (378)=pe(cos(te,, %C)cos(4a,2rc)cos(ksrc)cos(tc, ic))p
(cos(ti,+ cos(6.,,ic.) + cos(69.3. rc) + ms(69,4k))P96
himag (378)=(sin(r),,rc)sin(r,e,,TO + sin(178,3rc)sin(6e,4rc))p
(sin(r),,,,k.)sin(49,2rc)sin(E9,3+ sin(694 ro)p
hreal (379) (- cos( -64,7rC) + Cos( -C4,8-1;) )P41
himag (379)=(- sin( 447 k) + sin( 44,8 ic.))p
hreai(380)=(cos(-C4717) + cos(-64,8 '17))1942
himag(380)=(sin( 447 TC.) + sin( 44,8 rO)P42
hreal(382)=-(cos( -6'4,7k.) - cos( -64,8rc))P43
himag(382)=(sin( 44,7k)sin( 44,81,))1)43117
hreal(383)=(- cos(44,7+
himag(383) (- sin( 447 ic.) + sin( 44,,,ic"))p
hreal(384)=(cos(-C4,7lc')cos(-1.4,8k))Pes
himag (384) (sin( 447 k) - sin( 44,, k))45
hreai (387)=(- cos( -6.47rs) - cos( rc))p4,
himag (387) ( - sin( 4;47rc) - sin( k))))46
hreai(389)=(cos(-k,+ cos(-k, k))p,,,
himag (389) (sin(-661+ sin( rc))p
hreai(392)=(cos( -1.10,5lc) - cos( -1.10,6rc) + cos( -610,7rc) - cos( -630,6 +
(cos(-C,,,,k') - cos( 411,204 c°8(11,3k)+ cos( 4 11,4-0 )P110
-emslc)sin( -C1o,src)+ sin( ic..)sin( -.6coosrc))Picts /14..9(392)=(in(
(sin(C11,1 17)sin( -b11,70sin(i,sic.) + sin( k) pii.
hreat(393)=(cos(-6.10,5rc) + cos(-610,6+ cos( 410,7rc) + cos( -Ems17))72103
-11,1k.) + cos(-1;112rc) + C08( TO + C013(.-C11,40)72109 (COS(
himag (393) (sin( -610rc) + sin( k, + sin(-610,7 ( 5 -6.10,717) + sin( -C10,6 0 )P102 +
(sin( -611
1k)-1- sin( - gc1,20 + Sin( -b.119 0 + sin(-1.11,417) )P109
hreal(304)=(- cos( -610,5rc)cos(-6.10,6-0 +.4-17m, rc)+cos(g10,817))P104
(COS( ' k)COS(-C11,20 -.4411,3.0 -cos(-1;11,4k.))P111
himag(394)=(- sin(-ems1.)sin(C106-0 + 611(410,7rc) + sin( -C1o,src))P1o4
(sin(1;11,1 + sin(I:11,2 0sin(C11,314sin(6'11,4IC.) )P111
hrea/ (395)=(COS( -gm, TC) - COS( TC)cos( -1.10,7 CC'S( -Clods--))Picis
(- cos( - C,1.1ic.)cos(-611,3k) + cos(-6' - cos(-6.11,4i7))P113
himag(395) (sin( 4;0,5 -0- sin( 410,6._1;)+ sin( -Ei0,7 0 - sin( -b'lok))pio, + 6
(- sin( 4,1,,-1:)+ sin( -6'11,2 0 + sin(C11,3 0sin(lc1,40)72119
hreal (397) (Cos(433g)Cos(434g))p29
himag (397)=(sin(-63,3 .rc)+ sin( 43,, ic))p2,
hreai (402)=(- C09(43,3E) + cos(-1.3,4rc))p24
himag(402) (- sin(433TC) + sin( -63,4J:))p,,,
hreai(404)=(cos( -1.3,3TC)C09( g))P
himag (404) (sin( 43,,ic.) + sin( -173,4k))2,35
hreai(405)=(cos(178,3ic.)cc's(r'6,4k.))p93 + (cos(E9,1k)cos(69,2 .rc))Ps?
himag(405) (sio(r),,,, 0 - rc))1:193 + (sin(C,,,,k) - sin(179,2 k))p
hreal (406)=pc, + (cos(r.,,rc) + cos(k2 + (cos(66,3 + cos(r),,,,rc))p +
(cos(gcoic) + cos(r)9,2iC))p.. + (cos(69,3k) + cos(tie,.Tc))p99
him" WO (sin(b6,1ic) + sin(C8,2TO )p9, + (sin(k, TO + sin(tie,k))P94 +
(sin(r),,k) + sin(69,2 k))p + (sin(C93k') + sin(r),,,/-c.))7299
















(sin( 447 E) + sin( -C4. k))P36
=(- COS( -6.4,7IC) + cos( 44,8E))7,39
(- sin( 447+ sin( 446 k'))P39
(- COS( -6.47 -0- cos( 44,8TC))P40
(- sin( - C4,7rc)sin( 44,5 -0)p.
(cos(66,1 ro+ cos( -46,3rC))P61




Coq 4,0,7lc') + cos( - C10,,-1;)))9,03
- cos( 411,3 rc)+cos(4,1,4 TC))/lii,
sin( 4,0,7 k) + sin( -610.6Te))pio3 +
(- sin( -6 11,1rc) + sin( 411,3 k)sin(C11,3k) + sin( -11.4 rc))Pno
(- cos( -6 -0 - cos(410,6k) + cos( -60 +.4- 6.10,8iC))P104
(Coq-1711,1k) + CO9(411,2TO - Coq -6c rC)CO3(411,4-0 )P111
=(- sin( 4.1°,5k)sin( 410,6 k)+ sin( -6.10,7E) + sin( -1;10,6 +
(sin( 1 1 1";sin(C11 , 2k')sin( 1 1 3 sin( 1 , 4k))Plll
(cos( -610,5k) + cos( - 1'10,6rC)cos(-610,7rc)+cos(-17,0,.i;))p102 +
(cos(-C11,1.r,)+cos(-C11,2r)C.09( 4;1,3k) + cos( -64rC))P109
(sin( 4,0,5k) + sin(- C10,61;) + sin(-6.10,7IC.) + sin( -610,6k.))P102




cos( -b10,6T )Cos(-610,7i )+ cos( -b10,6k))P106
CO3(4.11,2TC) + COS( 4.11,3k) - cos-1711,4k))P113
sin( '4113,6 sin( 4,0,7 k) + sin(1'10,8ic.))P1os
(sin( 411,1rc) - sin( 411,2rC) + sin( 411,3 IC)sin( 411,4TC))P113
hreat (424)=(- cos( TC) + C09(43,4k))P17
himag (424)=(- sin( 433 -0 + sin( 43,4ro)p17
hreoi(426)=(cos( '43,3 E)+ cos( 43,4 k.))P19
himag (426)=(sin(-33i-C.) + sin( 43,4 k))Pis
/treat (427)=(- cos( 43,3rC)cos( 43,4TC))P19
himag(427)=(- sin(C3,3k)sin( -1'3,4-o)pi.
hreoz(428)= cos( 43,3k.) + cos( 43,4 k))P20
himag (428)=(- sin( -6.3,3iC + sin( 43,4 k.))P2o
hreat (429)=(cos( 43,3rC)cos( 43,4k))1121
himag (429)=(sin( 43,3rc)sin( -&3,4k.))P21
hrea/ (431)=(cos( -63,3E) + Ms( 43,4 0)7'22
himag (431)=(sin( -173re) + sin( 43,4-0)1)22 3
hreal (433)=(cos(C8,1ic) - cos(C8,2k))1,93(- cos(69,3ic.)cos(19,40)p97
himag (433)=(sin(178,1E)sin(178,2k))1,93+ (- sin(r)9,3E) + sin(69,4rc))Pa,119
hreca(435)=p,(cos(C,,,Tc)cos(66,4rc ))p(cos(48,1i;)cos(E6,2rc))P94 +
(cos(Eic) + cosq9,4 ro)p + (cos(179,1ic) + cos(E,,k)))799
himag(435) (ein(r),,lc)sinces,,,leflp(sin(r),,,k) + sin(r,2 re))p
(sin(17931;)+ sin(694rc)),,,. + (sin(&9,1rc)sin(49.217))p
hreat (436)=(- cos(447 k)cos(-64,6 0)7,47
himag(436) (_ sin(-r,,, 0- sin(44,9.:0)1147
hreoi(437)=(cos(-6.47r) - cos(44917))1145
himag(437) (sin( -12;7k) - sin( -b4re))p
hreaz (439)=(cos( -&4rc) + cos( rc))p 9
himag (439)=(sin( 447 k) + sin( 44,, 0)p
hreai(440)=(- COS( 4.4,7rC)Coq 44,417))1150
himag (440) sin( 447 0- sin( -C4,81;))725o
hreal (441)=(cos( 17) + cos( -C4,9:))pal
hima, (441 ) (sin(g47rc) + sin( -44 rc))1252
hreal (444) (- cos( -447k.) + cos( 44,9rc))1254
himag (444) ( - sin( -64,7k) + sin( -&4,9E))1954
hreai(445)=(- cos( 46,,ic.) + cos( -46,4k))P62
himag (445) (- sin(-k, k) + sin( 46,2 rc))p
hr./ (448) (cos( -46,1k)cos(46,2 rc))P
himag (448) (sin( -49 ,%C.) + sin(t))p
hrea,(449) (cos(-610,5rc) + cos( - rc) + cos( -Cm, ;)+cos( -time k))p, 6.10,05
(- cos ( rc) - cos( - C11,2IC)Coq-66. - cos( -611-))P112
himag (449) (sin( -4.i0.5r:) + sin( 4,0,6rc) + sin(410.7k) + sin( - Cm, k))p105
(- sin( r) - sin( 41,, 0 - sin( -66.11rc) - sin( - 1'11,4 .rC))P112
hreat (450)=(cos(i)10,5k) - cos(-6.10,6k) + cos( -r,,- cos(-610,6.0)P106
(- C0q-613,1rC)C054-611,3 10+ COq-611,3rC)cos( -611,,rCppi13
himag (450) (sin( -610,5 -0- sin( -410,s+ sin( -&10,, 0- sin( -rims k))pio6 +
(- sin(411,1rc)sin(411,2rc)-F sin( -411,3 sin( -611,410)P1i,
hreai(451) (Coq-C10,5k)C0q-6106k.)C01( -613,7re) + cos( - 1'10,5rc))p,06 +
(cos( k-) - cos(-tiii,,rC)COs(-611,3 COS(411,,iC.))Pii3 1
Nsin%10,5 sin( 410,61;)sin( 41.07 k) + sin( 410,8/7))Plos himag (451 )=((
(sin( rc) - sin( 411,,IC) + sin( 41,,, r ) - sin( - -1;11,41.0)p,
!treat (452)=(cos(4105 k) + cos(-C,, r)+cos(-10,7 COq -C10,9k))p,o, +
(cos( - +cos(-6.,, ic.)+cos(-1,c1,3(7) + cos(-6.11,4 k))p,
11,1
himag (452) (sin( 410,3-0 + sin(410,6 0 + sin( 410,7+ sin( 410,8 ii))p107+
(sin( 411,1rc) + sin( 411,217) + sin(4.11,3rc) + sin( 411,4k))p114
hreat (453)=(cos(433 rc)+ cos(-6.3,4 o)p120
himag(453)=(sin( -6.3,3re)sin( rc))p
hreat(455)=(- cos ( 43.3 + Cos( rC))p
himag (455)= sin( -1;33-0 + sin( 434 T))p27
hreal (456)=(cos( 43,3k.) + cos( 43,4 k.))p
himag (456) (sin( -6'3,3-0+ sin( 43,4
14,1(457)=(Cos( -173,3k) + Coq-173,4k))P29
himag (457)=(sin( 433 i:)+ sin( -63,4ic))P39
hreni(458)=(- COS( 4;33 "IC)Coq-434k))/330
himag (458) (- sin( 43,3k") - sin( 434 re))p30
hreal (460)=(- COS(43,3+ MI( 43,4re))p33
himag(460) (- sin(43,3re) + sin(434re))p31
hrea/ (465)=p10(cos(k,rs)cosaco TO + cos(68.3ie.)cos(E,,,rc))p95+
(cosoc,i-0 + cos(-b-9,2/7) + cos(' Z)+ cos(g9.4-4))Ploo
himag (465) (sin(6'8,1re) + sin(682k) + sin(E63re) + k))1,95 +
(sin(C,,-0 + sin(69,2re)sin(69,3rc)sin(69k))73,
hreal (466)=(cos(-&3/S) + cos( -&3,8 1;))p 7
hi mag (466) (sin(43,7II) + sin( 434, 1Z))p
hreal (468)=(- cos( -
-1;)+cos(-k, -r))p
7
himag (468) (- sin(437re) + sin(-k,re))pia
hreal (469)=(- COS(-63.7rc) - Cos( 4", 10)P18
himag (469) (- sin( -1;37re) - sin( -EL, k))p,3
hreal(470)=(C00(437 .1-0+ Coq-434 k.))P14
himag (470) (sin( -63re) + sin( 43,,re ))pi4
/treat (471)=(- cos( -6.37-0 - cos(43,..k))pi.
himag (471) (- sin( -13k) - sin( -&3,e 0),, 7
hreai(473)=(cos(43,7") - cos(43,6 re))p
himag(473) (sin( 437 IC) - sin( -6.30, rc))p
hreat (475)=(cos( -17101TO + cos( 410,2rC)CCM( 410,3rc) + Coq- 1;104k))P101
(Cos(gii,5k-)+ cos(--e,,k) + cos(411,7re) + cos(411,8re))p708
himag (475)=(sin( -17101ie.) + sin( 410,2 + sin( -C103le.) + sin( -C104Te)))). +
(sin( -63181) + sin( rc) + sin( 4.11,7rc)+ sin( 411re))plos
hreat (476)=(- cos( -6.10,1rc) + cos( -6.10,3rc) + cos( 410,3E) - CO23( -1;10,4iC))P103
COS(411,51.0)OM( -1).6 COS( 411,7TC) + Cos( 41,,,.0)/3110
himag (476)= sin(-610,1+ sin(410,3+ sin( 410,3k.)sin( -6.10,4i))P103
(- sin( -C11,5re) + sin( 411,6re) - sin( 411,7+ sin(-611,8
lereat (477)=(cos( - -1;10,1 cos( - -10,1rC)CO3(-r,103-0 - cos(-610,4 0),05 +
































(sin( -Cm, i) - sin(41°,3Tc) + rc) -(sin.410,4knP103
(- k) -F 11, -Psin( -&1sin(1 11,6 sin(-6 k.))P110
(C0q-17101g)COS( 410,2TC)COS(410 TC)C08( 410,4rC))231o5 +
(- cos( -b11,5ic) - cos(-1711.6- cos(-1711 cos( 411,81;))P112 7
(sin(4101ro+ sin(-C102 j;)sin(410,3lc) + sin( 4104iC.))1:1105
(- sin( k) - sin( -1731,8re)sin(-C11,7 sin( -1731,8r ))7/111
(cos(-,,iC.) C08(-178,,k))p
(sin(46k) + sin( 46,2 P)P60
(cos(-176 cos( -C6,2re))P62 1k)
(sin(-6..i-0 - sin( -176,317))P82












(cos(-k1k.) + cos( -6'5,2
(sin(-451i:)+ sin(-b5,2












IC) + COS( -C" g)COS( -054 g))P53
+ sin( 4,5,3+ sin(45,4rc))Pss
2k) + cos(-05,3rc)Coq-1;54 Enp.,
sin(-6..8,1rC) + sin( .C5,210 + sin(-653 sin(-6.84k))Pas
(cos( -65E) - cos(-175,2Tc) + cos(-E5,3TO - cos(-ti,, Tc))p
(sin( -05,,- TO+ sin(-05,3Tc) - sin(-ti5,4Tcpp55
(cos(-k,TO + cos(-175,2ie.) + cos(-65.3+ cosc-176,4 .ro)p5,
(sin(-E5,1"0 + sin(-43k) +sin(-E5,3+ sin(-4,4Tc))p57
ps + (cos(Ccik)+cos(r,,,,rc)+ cos(c.,,k.)+ cos(g.c,Tc))p +
(cos(r),iTc) + cos(C.,,k)+ cos(C9,3rc) + cos(C9,41.))p
Tc) + sin(17..2Tc) + sin(Ec3Ic) + sin(4,4 E))p +
(sin(C,,,ic) + sin(4.2ic.) + sin(r9,3k) + sin(6'rc))p
(cos( 10 + COB( -CL,i7))p23
(sin( 43.,IC)sin( -173,5ic))p23










h r ea' (509)
h;mag(509)

















h ima g (524)
(- sin( 43.,rc) + sin( 43,8 rc))p
(- cos( 43,.,ic.) - cos( 43,8 rc))p
(- sin( 43, -0sin( 43,6 rc))p
(cos( -10,1g) - cos( --ozrc) - cos( 4,0,3I;) + cos(-1;,,,,ic))19103 +
(cos(-611.5TO - cos(411,6rc)cos(411,7- cos( -Curc))p,
(sin(6.10,1k.)sin( 410,2 E)sin( 410,3k.) + sin( 410,4IC.))P103
(sin( -&11,5i) - sin( -&11,6TO + sin( - k) - sin( -b11,6k))p,
=(cos( - lc) + cos( - 10,1 C10,2T)COS(410,3E) + cos( - C10,4-0)P102
(cos(-E,, 1:)+ cos(411k) + cos( -6117.1;) +cos(-611k))p,o,
= +.( (s_n(-_ ,,).sin, 4.10,2-0+ sin( -C103k) + 611(4104 k))Pio2
(sin( 4115 ic)+ sin( -C,,ie.) + sin( 411,7 10 + sin( -C11,8k))Plos
(cos(-C101rc) + cos( -1;102
(- cos(-611,5rc) - cos(-6.11,6
(sin( -t, rc) + sin( -17102k)
- COS( -lc"rC)Cos(410,4E))Pio4 +
rc) + cos(-I;,,To + cos( 4,1,8rc))piii
- sin( 410,3rC)sin( 410,4rc))Plo4
(- sin( -&115ic.)sin( -&11 + sin(6'11,7i;)+ sin( 411,8ig) )Pi
=(- cos(- + cos(-19;,,, cos(-610 rc)cos(-1.10,2 ')cos(-1;104k))7),06 +
(cos( -Cuk)- cos( - -6.11,6-0 + cos(-611rc)- . rcDp,
sin( -41o1rc) + sin( -Cic,,2+ sin(410,3 sin( -C10,40)7)106 +
(sin( -611 1;)- sin( -1.,k) + sin( - -1;11,7k) - sin( -&11,6;pp,
,5
(cos( 46")+ C015(46,2/))Pe1
(sin( 4,4 /7) + sin(i))p
,cos(-a.43./cos --4,4- //All = r r11
(sin( -6.4 /7)sin( 44,4 k))P41 3
=(cos( -C43k.)Coq 44,4 rC))P42





(- cos( - 6.4,3+ cos( 44,4rc))P45
(- sin( rC) + sin( -C4,410)P45
(cos( 4.4,3+ cos(-6.4k)))946 4
(sin( 44.3 g) + sin( 444 rc))Als
=(cc's( -C81 cc's( 45,2 cos( -65,3
=(sin( -6.5 - sin( 45,3- sin( -65,3 1
(cos(45,1 i.c)+ COS( -115,2k) + COS(45,3
(sin( 45,1rc) + sin( 45,3 10+ sin( 45,3
.k) + cos(-63,4rc))p55
E) -F sin( -05,4rc))Pss






























(cos(45,1 k) + cos(-65rc) - cos(- -4,3ic.) - cos(-6544 k))Paa
(sin( -&5 ik) + sin(452ic) - sin(-r5,3rc) - sin(-tic,ic))2o56
(- cos(-Ccik) + C013(-05,,k) + cos( -05,3ic)cos(-6.5,41) )7)56
(- sin( -65,1rc)sin(-r,5,2rv) + sin( 45,3 k)sin( -1;5,41))7)56
(COS(6a,3ij)COS(E6,41))7)93 + (cos(69,1k) - cos(r)9,,1))7)57
(sin(F)8,3TOsin(C,,,,ro)pas +(sin(r),, sin(69,2k))P97
P9 + (cos(E9,ik.)+ cos(19,2g))P92 + (cos(6.,3ic.) + re))P94 +
(C0491 iC*)C°49,2k))7266(C°8076310 + C°S(E6,41))7)99
(3111(E8,,/C)sin(r9,21'0)7)93 + (sin(ga,,rc) + sin(r8,4-0)Pa, +
(sin(r9,,ic.)sin(ra,2%cm,. + +sincE9,4 .17»p99
(- Coq -E3,7rC)c°13( 4.3,61))7)17
(- sin(-6",,,Tc) + sin(-173,8ii))p
(cos(-E,,,k)cos(439 k))p
(sin(-E,,,")sin(43,81;))pie
(cos( -&3,7 - cos(-173,8ic.))p19
(sin(-437k.) - sin(--e3,i;))p19
(- cos( -6'3,7ic.)cos(-E3,8rc))P2o
(- sin(437ic) + sin( -63,6ro)p2.
- cos(-63,6/7))p2,
(sin(-E3,7TO - "))p
(- cos(-63,7k) - cos( - &3,ak)))732
(- sin(43,7r) - sin(-63,8k))1222
(- COS( -1;10,1IC) + Coq -1;10,3 1C.)
(Cos( 4," /7) - Coq -r,,,ro -
(- sin(-E,1ic)sin(-610,2k.)
- Coq -tii0,3 'PC)Cot3( -11.10,41))7)103
Coq 411,7 10cos( -611,81))7)110
.+ sin( -610,4k))pios
(sin(-1;11,5 sin(-6.11,6k)sin(-c11,7k) + sin( -1;1,6-1.0)7)110
(cos( --1:10,1k) + cos( -1.104k)cos( -610,31g.)cos( -610,4 +
(-cos(-E,,,5ro -cos(-E,, Tc)+ cos( -icLTTC)cos( -611,9
(sin(410,1ic') + 13'11(4102.k.)sin( 410,3k.)sin(-gio,4k) )P104 +
(- sin( -b11 ,5 sin(-E11,6 10 + sin( - &31,7i;)+ sin( -611,5k))Pin.
(Coq-Tim,k) + Cos(-1;104rC)C061(410,3IC) + cos(&10,4k))p," +
(cos( -611,5 i;)+ cos(1'11,6rc)i- cos(-tici,,/7) + cos( -611,8k))pio9
(sin(-410,1lc)sin(-610,2IC) + sin( -610,3rc) + sin( -610,4k.) )P102
(sin(--41,5r,)+ sin( 4,1,6TC)sin( -611,7rc)sin(411,8ic))p1o9
(cos(-6.10,1k.)cos(-1.10,2.4.) + cos( 410,3k.)Coq-1;10,4iC.))731011
(cos( -611,5g) - cos( -611,6rc) - cos( - &11,7rc)cos(-1;11,6rc))p113


































(sin(-1;11,5 r)- sin(-C,, k) - sin(-C11,7 IC.)sin(-C11,11-0)pii3
(cos( rc) + cos(-178,,17))p 1
(sin(-C61/7) + sin(-k, 17))pe1
(cos(44,3g)-1- cos(444 i;))p3,
(sin( -64,3+ sin(-C4,4 rc))p
(cos(443- cos(444-0)p
(sin( 44,3 g)sin( -14,4E))ps,
(cos( -64,3i;)cos(-64,4/7))p4,
(sin(44.3 k)sin( -64,4k))19,0
(- cos(45,1rc)cos(-15,3-0 - cos( -15,iz)+ cos(-k, .r))p55
(- sin( -65,1k)+sin(-1753le)6.4-65,3k") + sinc-15,4Tc»P55
(cos(-65,1ic)-1- cos( -175,3rc)- C013(45,3g)C013(45,4k))1258
(sin(-6.51/7) + sin(-k,I-c) - sin(-6'5 3rc)- sin(454 k))p5,
(cos(-1751ic.)cos(-05,217) + cos(45,3k')cos(-6.54r)))264
(sin(451ic) +sin(-15 sin(-05,3ic) + sin( 45,417))12,4
(cos(-05,"k) - cos(452 i;)+ cos( -65,3g)COS( 4" rc))p
(sin(451k.) - sin(45,3ic)sin( -6'5,3rc)- sin(45,4 Tc))p
(cos(17,,1ic) - cos(178,2ic))p"(- cos(19 ic)cos(ti,,,IC))p
(sin(1781Ic) - sin(175 Tc)))99,(- sin(19,3-10+ sin(179,4"k))p
p9 +(cos(k,ic)cos(r)5.,1 k))p(cos(1o.rc)cos(tie,210)p9,
(cos(r)9,3k) + cos(g9,4ic.))p,,(cos(C9,1k) + cos(69,2 rc))p
rc)sin(re,417))p93(sin(1circ)sin(k2 k))1294
(sin(r),,Tc)sin(19,4ic"))p(sin(tic,,, + sin(19,2 -17))p99
(- cos(-r,37rc) - cos(43,, k))p"
(- sin( -13 - sin( -63,9 14)p 7
(cos(-6.3,7rc) - cos(-173,, k))p
(sin( -65,7k)sin(43,45rc))P27
(cos(-C3,7+ cos(-13,9 rc))p
(sin( -13,7II) + sin(43,9 g))p3.
(_cos(437 k)- cos( -63,9 -0),
(- sin(43,rc) - sin(-66. k))12,9
(cos( -63,7+ cos(-k, rc))p
(sin( -&3,7k) + sin( -63,917))/930
(- cos(-63,7 r) +cos(43,9 ro)p3,
(- sin( -63,7rc)+ sin(-tis,,rc))p31
(- cos(-110,1lc.)cos(-1710,3rc) - cos( - 6'10,3k) - COB( 410,4/7)))2105
(cos(-111,5+ cos(-111,6 ic)+ cos( -611,7TO + cos(-111,9 L.:..) )p.12
124125
himag (571)=(A- sin(410,1k)sin(-C10,8lc')sin( 4.10,317)sin(4102i.))Plos +
(sin( -lcrc) + sin( -tic1,,r) + sin( -C11,717) + sin(6'11,11IC.))P112
hr ea( (572)=( -cos(-630,1k) + cos( -110,2 C10,2 TC)COB( -E103-0 - cos(410,417))P106
(cos( -b11111,iC)cos( -4lc) + cos(
1 lc)cos(.17.;11,11k))P113 1,7
himag (572)=(sin(4101 k) + sin(-110,2iC.) + sin( 410,3 To- sin( 410,4 i))P106
(sin( -ticTO - sin( -b re) + sin( -1;22,7- sin( 4 1,,, r))p3
hreai (573)=(cos( -110,117)cos( - 1'10,2k)C°15( 4103 IC)cos( -110,4 NP106
(C011(611,5 0 - cos( -lc rc) - cos( - 1'13,,re) + cos(-111
11re) )p23
himag (573)=(sin( -b102TO - sin( 4,0,21..)sin(410r3 Sin(410,4TcDpi...+
(sin( 411,6k') - sin( 4k) - sin( 422,,k') + sin( 412,6kflp,
hre./ (574)=(cos(-&10,1/C.) + cos( - C10,3r)cos(-410,3 + cos( - C10,4/C))P107
(035(4,, k) + cos( 421,6 r) + cos( -111.2"k) + cos(-&11,6L;))P114
him, g (574)=(xsin(-6.10,1k.) + sin( -C102+ sin( 410,3+ sin( 410,4'4))P107
(sin(C11,5rC) + sin(C11,6-0+ sin( -111,7TC) + sin( - 1'11,6 )P114
hreal (575)=(- COS( 46,1ic*) + Cos( '46,20)7°62
himag (575)=(- sin( 46,2 0 + sin( 46,3 rc))p62
hreat (578)=(C013( 46,1ic)Coq 46,3 g)))163
himag (578)=(sin(-161re) + sin( -C6,2te.))p
hreat (579)=(cos( 44,3rc) + cos( 44,ic)))242
him a g (579)=(sin(-C43+ sin( 44,4Tc))P47
hreal (580)=(COS( 44,31c) - COS( A., g))p
himag(580)=(sin( -r3- sin( 44,4 re))p,
hreai(582)=(Coq 443+ Cos( 44,4/Z))p42
himag (582)=(sin( 44,3 sin( -b,,,k.))1,49
hreai(583)=(cos( C43i;) + C08(44,4-0)pso
hima g (583)=(sin( 44,3 E) + sin(6.6,6ic.))p,
hreat(584)=(- cos( 44,2 0 - cos( rc))p
him" (584)=(- sin( 4,4,3 0 - sin( re))p
hreal (587)=(cos( 442- cos( 44,4 rc))ps,
himag (587)=(sin( 443 rC)sin( 44,(7))p52
hreai(588)=(- cos(-E5,k) - cos(-k, 0 -.4453 To -.445,4 NPar
himag(588)=(- sin( - k) - sin( - C,52re) - sin( -65,3TO ." sin( -r,3,, . k))p 1
hreca(589)=(- cos(-15,1re) + C08(45,2rC)cos( -15,3rC)cos( 45,4ic))Piss
himag (589)=(- sin(-b5,1rc) + sin( -C6,2rc) + sin( 453 sin( -15,6E))p66
hreal (590)=(cos(-15,1E) - 0:18(45,3E)c011(45,3k)CM( k))pm,
himag (590)=(sin( 45,1re) - sin( 43,2re) + sin( 46,3rc) - sin( -46,6rs))ps,
hreni(591)=(cos( 43,1 To + cos( 45.3i;) + Cos(C5,3rC)cos( 4.,, .k))7,59126
himag (591)=(sin( bs1 k) + sin(b5lc) + sin( bay -0 + sin( E54 k))p.9
hreal (595)=7910(c°s(C61+ cos(, rc)+ cos(g.3 rc)+ cos(E.,4 Too. +
(coso.-9,1-0 + cos(E92ic) + cos(1793Z) + cos(r94rc))p0
himag (595)=(sin(r),irc) + sin(tis2rs) + sin(178,3Tc)sin(ra4rc))P95
(sin(g.irc) + sin(1;,rc)sin(r)9,3k) + sin(r,,,rc))Ploo